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Additive Manufacturing in the Scope of Industry 4.0: A Review on Energy Consumption
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Abstract: The paradigm of Industry 4.0 pushes additive manufacturing (AM) from rapid prototyping towards the position of series
production. Especially in metal 3D printing, increased attention is being paid to the topics of sustainability and resource efficiency. Energy
demand during production and the calculation of building times play a decisive role here. Science has developed models for calculating
energy consumption based on analytical and empirical approaches. Building time calculators have been introduced using a wide variety of
analytical, analogical and parametric approaches. The present review summarizes the results and the state of the art, illustrates the results
graphically and thus paves the way for further research approaches. The specific energy consumption per kilogram of processed material has
risen over the last decades, which can be explained by higher technical requirements for production machines. Building time calculations
continue to be subject to errors, depending on the type of calculation. The introduction of machine learning approaches has the potential to
reduce this discrepancy.

Keywords: DIRECT DIGITAL MANUFACTURING, ENERGY CONSUMPTION, BUILDING TIME ESTIMATION, SUSTAINABILITY
technology requires less energy overall due to the low buy-to-fly
ratio, the ratio of primary material to waste, and therefore also emits
fewer emissions [10]. Energy demand for the manufacturing
process could be described by primary and secondary energy.
Primary energy is defined as the energy required to convert the
material from powder to solid metal and is also called “printing
energy” [11]. This also includes process-relevant energies such as
the consumption of the gas pump. Secondary energies are those
which support the process before or after, e.g. for removal of the
powder. As a decisive parameter for the comparison, the specific
energy consumption (SEC) can be used. It is the quotient of the
energy required per kilogram of material solidified (kWh/kg). When
it comes to the analysis of the SEC, available studies are bound to
multiple parameters such as material specifications, machines and
required quality. In addition, the authors study different process
chains and, in some cases, also consider the pre- and postprocessing involved in the additive process. For example, Faludi et
al. studied the life cycle assessment of the L-PBF process including
the whole process chain. For manufacturing, the authors concluded,
that electric energy is the key parameter for the environmental
impact [12].

1. Introduction
Industry 4.0 is shaping the manufacturing environment. Since
its introduction in 2015, the buzzword is used to describe the
paradigm of digitization, connection and interaction of machines,
products and factories [1]. Authors distinguish between several
aspects of Industry 4.0 when it comes to the influence of the
production such as technology, organization and social aspects [2].
The main focus of the research was on the technical aspects
including the development of so-called cyber-physical systems.
These systems are the connection between the digital and physical
world with one of the key systems of additive manufacturing (AM)
[3]. Geometries are designed, simulated and optimized digitally and
the technology allows the user to directly produce the object in a
layer-wise process. The present research, therefore, focuses on
metal AM with the main process of Laser Powder Bed-Fusion
(LPB-F). Introduced as Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) in
1994, the process evolved over the last three decades towards
increasing material availability, higher quality aspects as well as
process developments. Metal powder is applied to the build
platform in a build chamber. Typical coating thicknesses vary
between 30 µm - 50 µm [4]. A laser unit then melts the
corresponding areas locally. After solidification, the deformed
material embodies the end geometry. This process is repeated until
the component is completed in height. Production usually takes
place in an inert gas atmosphere and is similar to the welding
process. Due to its strong improvements, L-PBF is rolling from
niche technology of rapid prototyping towards serial production [5].
Nevertheless, technology introduction in the production industry is
highly challenging. Besides adjustments in supply chains and
process design for factories, also the economical side is increasingly
important for implementing and using the technology [6]. With
existing subtractive and conventional manufacturing methods,
highly developed, optimized and efficient processes are available.
The comparison on the technical and economical side is one of the
main aspects when it comes to decision making [7]. Initial cost
models pave the way to an economic decision. Within the current
technology, AM seems to be more expensive than conventional
manufacturing, especially for high batch sizes [8]. However, there
are major differences in the literature, also due to the main cost
drivers. These include energy requirements and the calculation of
building time, both directly related to the manufacturing machine
itself.

Nevertheless, the authors argued that a lot of research was done
but with a focus on the polyamide side and other processes [11].
Analysing literature, primary data collection on energy consumption
in the L-PBF process also shows different main consumers during
the construction process. Ma et al. illustrated that the auxiliary
system consumes the most energy during manufacturing, followed
by the cooling system and the laser [13]. In controversy, Liu et al.
argued, that the laser is the most energy-intensive unit, accounting
for more than 68% of the whole consumption [14]. In their research,
Gao et al. showed that the system loss and the secondary energy of
the manufacturing machine are the main energy drivers [15]. This
different understanding might be stated because of the complexity
of energy consumption and the many dependencies. Data collection
in this area of research is highly individual and influenced by many
parameters.
Building time calculations are of crucial importance in
production [16]. For example, supply chains, production planning
and scheduling depend on a correct prediction of the production
time. While conventional methods such as turning, milling and
drilling have relatively short production times, building times of
several days can be state of the art for AM. Accordingly, errors in
the time calculation are to be understood differently. Absolute
errors of a few percent mean a massive relative delay of several
hours in AM. Authors have recognized the importance of the topic
and developed different approaches to solving the construction time
calculation [17]. In principle, models of all powder bed-based
processes, for metal or polyamide, can be applied and transferred to

Energy consumption plays a decisive role in new technology
implementation. The trend towards more environmentally conscious
processes, energy savings and emission reductions are necessary to
achieve climate targets. Different authors have already studied the
environmental benefits of L-PBF and identified advantages [6, 9].
Despite the higher input in the manufacturing process, the
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expected, that classified models get increasingly precise with the
help of AI. This process of the specification should even go further.

each other. Various other models for printing processes such as
Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM), Layer Object Manufacturing
(LOM) or Direct Deposit Manufacturing (DDM) can not be
transferred. Due to the crucial role in AM, authors are trying to
directly drive build time optimization in addition to developing a
build time model [18]. Common optimizations increasingly include
the packing of a building platform within the build chamber [19].
The time for coating or preheating and cooling afterwards is thus
distributed over several components, while the fixed times per
component do not change. In addition, algorithms have been
developed to improve component orientation in the build chamber
[20]. Ultimately, this again increases packing, but with a different
approach. Minimizing the building height reduces the number of
layers and thus reduces the building time.

The following sections are structured as followed. In chapter
two, the methodology is introduced to approach the goals of the
research. The results are discussed separately in chapters three and
four. At the end of the present paper, the results are discussed and a
conclusion of the current state is drawn.

2. Methodology
The methodology for the present research consists of a
systematic literature review as shown in Figure 1. As a holistic
database, Google Scholar connects the largest and best-known
databases, including Elsevier and EbscoHost.

However, in total, three different approaches can be
distinguished in the time calculation. These are the parametric, the
analytical and the analogical approach and were first classified by
Zhang et al. [21]. The parametric approach requires only a few
parameters to calculate a result [22]. Mainly object parameters like
building volume, height, and surface roughness could be considered
to estimate the build time [18]. However, the calculations are
inaccurate compared to the other approaches and are no longer
common due to the complexity of AM [17]. The analytical
approach on the other hand requires a great deal of machine data,
process data and construction data. These are then calculated in
mathematical models and result in a building time. An example of
this is software such as Prusa Slicer, which uses more than 200
parameters to predict the construction time [23]. The analytical
approach is the most accurate but due to its complexity hard to
implement and adapt for companies in the early production stage,
for example, to calculate pricing for external part production.
However, there is an influencing connection between the analytical
and parametric approaches. Research and Industry as the applicator
are looking for a simple, math-based model in the middle of both
approaches in terms of numbers of variables and exact building time
calculation [17]. The analogical approach must be viewed in a
differentiated manner from the outset. While the first approaches
are based on mathematical models, the analogical approach is based
on the empirical collection and use of data [17]. For this purpose,
experiments are designed, components are created and data is
collected based on real building processes. Thus, the model is not
only validated at the end but is based on these empirical data [22].
Within the analogical approach, the usage of machine learning and
artificial intelligence leads to new improvements in time estimation.
Authors are gaining knowledge and first results show, that artificial
neural networks are able to estimate building times precisely by
only including features like size and volume of the part [24]

Fig. 1 Methodology of the present systematic literature search
As synonyms are required to address all relevant literature, the
additive process is defined by the keywords additive manufacturing,
3d printing and L-PBF. Additionally, SLM as the main provider of
L-PBF machines is added. Connected to those keywords addressing
the additive process, the energy consumption and building time are
addressed. Out of these keywords, the search matrix and its results
provide a deep and holistic insight into the topics. As illustrated in
Figure 1, the identified literature was scanned, analysed and results
are formed.

3. Energy Consumption in L-PBF
As introduced in Chapter two, the systematic literature review
identifies the main contributions to the topic. Those are divided into
two stages. The first stage consists of secondary data interpretation.
The authors use existing and published primary data related to the
energy consumption of LPB-F and analyse these data from their
perspective [12, 25–27]. Additionally, authors develop models for
energy consumption forecasts and use those available primary data
to validate. Majeed et al. collected and analyzed existing data in a
small literature search. Metal and plastic processes were examined
and presented. The specific energy consumption for LPB-F was
found to be between 251 MJ/cm3 and 463 MJ/cm3 [11]. The study
focused on the whole process chain which includes the wire erosion
process to separate the object from the building platform. Also, Lui
et al showed power consumption in relation to the building time.
Based on a primary data collection of Kellens et al [28] and Faludi
et al [12] they showed the ratio of different energy consumers using
a Concept Laser M3 Linear machine. The laser unit including the
cooling system had the highest energy demand with an average load
of 2,2 kW [14]. Overall, SEC was between 85,3 and 157,2 MJ/kg.
In a major comparison of energy requirements in AM, Gutowski et
al published an interdisciplinary analysis. In their study, the authors
compare a wide variety of additive processes such as Fused
Deposition Modelling (FDM), Directed Metal Deposition (DMD),
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) and also LPB-F. Additionally,

If energy consumption is considered concerning the building
time calculation, critical dependencies can be identified. On the one
hand, the energy input of the laser is decisive for the construction
rate and thus for the overall build time. On the other hand, the
energy input can be reduced, which may have a negative effect on
the mechanical properties, residual stresses and the surface of the
component. This trade-off can be applied, for example, to
components where surface finish is not important.
The main goal of the present research is the systematic literature
review of available publications. As shown before, the calculation
of energy consumption and building time are crucial for the
implementation of AM. Current research mostly focuses on
polyamide materials with processes of FDM, Selective Laser
Sintering (SLS) and comparable. To close this research gap in terms
of available data for the LPB-F process, the first step towards a
research agenda is a methodical literature research, to gain an up-todate understanding of the current research status of energy
consumption in L-PBF. Therefore, it is expected to identify
decreasing energy consumption of the machines because of the
technological developments and the increasing resource efficiency
over time. For the building time calculators, a systematic review
and classification of available time estimators are targeted. It is
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conventional technologies such as injection moulding and CNC
Machining were compared [27]. Energy requirements vary between
1.200 MJ/kg (process rate of 0,04 kg/hr) in a single bed building
down to 110 MJ/kg (process rate of 0,056 kg/hr) in a full bed
building [27]. A single bed is defined as producing one object per
building job, a full bed is the maximum of objects per building job.

Fig. 2 Influence of Laser Power, Scan Speed and Overlap Rate
on SEC, adapted from [32]
In the following, the data of Table 1 are analysed and
illustrated. Figure 3 shows the relation of the SEC and the
publication date of the study. It is clearly shown, that there is a
trend towards increasing SEC in relation to the publication of data.

The second stage focuses on primary data collection. For this
purpose, specific building geometries were developed by the
authors, placed on the building platform and the energy
consumption was measured empirically. Often, this primary data
collection is coupled with the development of a simulation tool to
predict the energy demand. To group the data, several
differentiations have been made. To gain a better understanding of
the measured specific energies, the publication date and
respectively the machine type is important. As mentioned earlier,
huge technological leaps forward have been made to increase the
efficiency of AM machines. Moreover, single builds and full builds
need a controversial analysis because of the distribution of the
energy values. Whereas gas flow and cooling of the laser unit is
required unrelated to the number of parts in the building chamber,
researchers have started to consider the energy distribution in their
experiments. Also, the material of the produced object is important
because of the different energies required to melt the material. In
Table 1, all considered literature is shown. It can be seen, that steel
and aluminium are the materials of focus. Many authors have done
their experiments with single bed as well as with full bed
constellations.

S
EC
[k
Wh
/kg]

Fig. 3 Development of Specific Energy Consumption (SEC) in
relation to the publication date of the primary data study

As argued by Gutowski et al, a proper way to compare existing
energy consumption data is the comparison of specific energy and
building rate. This was chosen to illustrate the results in Figure 4.
Despite available data sets, some authors use their measurements
for other aspects of energy demand on AM and do not provide all
data to calculate the building rate.

Table 1: Overview of the literature for primary energy consumption
Authors

Machine

Material

SEC
Build Rate
Config
(kWh/kg) (kg/hr)

[29]
[13]
[30]
[25]
[12]
[12]
[31]
[32]
[32]
[26]
[26]
[26]
[26]
[26]
[26]
[28]
[28]
[33]

EOSINT M270
BLT S200
EOS M 290
SLM250
Renishaw AM250
Renishaw AM250
SLM 280 HL
SLM 280 HL
M3 Linear
M3 Linear
SLM 250
SLM 250
EOSINT M270
EOSINT M270
Concept Laser
Concept Laser
M3 Linear

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Alum.
Alum.
Steel
Alum.
Alum.
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Alum.
Alum.
Steel

70,6
112,7
27,2
31,0
166,7
101,1
93,1
142,2
102,6
163,3
117,5
29,4
23,1
94,2
66,9
85,9
148,1
26,9

0,0386
0,0035
0,0763
0,0075
0,0125
0.0164
0.1023

Bui
ld
Rat
e
[kg/
hr]

full bed
single bed
single bed
full bed
single bed
full bed
single bed
full bed
full bed
single bed
full bed
single bed
full bed
single bed
full bed
full bed
full bed
single bed

4 kW

6 kW

2 kW

Fig. 4 Correlation of Build Rate and Specific Energy
Consumption (SEC)

data

It can be seen, that both building rate and SEC vary a lot from a
minimum SEC of 27,2 kWh/kg (build rate of 0,0763 kg/hr) to a
maximum of 166,1 kWh/kg (build rate of 0,0075 kg/hr). The
building rate is decreasing when SEC is rising. This typical
correlation is in line with Gutowski et al. findings [27]. The limiting
factor is the maximum laser power. Once the scan speed is
increased, the building rate is rising and the SEC is falling to a
minimum.

Main contributions and data are provided by Baumers and
colleagues [12, 25, 26, 29]. Also, Ma et al., as well as Ochs et al.,
did some data collection on relatively new machines (BLT S200
and EOS M 290) [13, 30]. Peng et al. focused on the relation
between energy consumption and mechanical parameters such as
tensile and flexural strength as well as density [34]. It was shown,
that there is a direct positive influence on the energy input and the
mechanical properties.

Despite the energy savings, mechanical properties are changing
as stated by Peng et al. [32]. It must be considered that energy
optimization also influences the component quality in terms of
mechanical properties and can change the surface of the parts.
Based on the data, the literature also suggests improvements. One
main factor for energy optimization during the building time is to
use the maximum capacity of the building chamber. Thus this is not
a direct influence, power consumption for heating up and cooling
down the building chamber is distinguished to all parts in the
chamber [14].

In a second study, Peng et al. analysed the relation between
laser power, scan speed and overlap rate in terms of SEC input. As
shown in Figure 2. The specific energy increases with an increased
overlap rate and decreased scan speed [32].
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5. Discussion

4. Building Time Estimation Models for L-PBF
Analysing literature including building time estimators showed
a clear focus of the researcher which is on developing models for
polyamides. Only a few stand-alone publications handle LPB-F
respectively SLS processes such as [16, 17, 22] (Figure 5).

Primary data collected within the literature review was done
with the database of Google Scholar. This assumed that the
gathered data was reviewed on a scientific level. This boundary
leads to a low level of data amount. By the use of other literature
such as data available on the internet besides scientific background,
a wider perspective could be drawn. On the other side, the quality of
data and methodology could decrease.
For energy consumption, metal production is very powerintensive manufacturing compared to other materials and machines
such as FDM and SLS. Over the years, the minimum SEC was
increasing due to higher requirements on mechanical properties,
surface quality and secondary energy efforts such as heating the
building platform and cooling. This was also shown by Gutowski et
al in their review and also accounts for polyamide AM [27]. Going
one step further, high differences in primary energy data lead also to
high differences for cost calculation. Given the estimated electricity
price in Germany for 2022 of roughly 40 ct./kWh, this leads to a
range of about 10 € to 60 € power costs for one kilogram metal
objects. Nevertheless, energy is a small amount of overall costs, this
has to be taken into account as well.

Fig. 5 Types of Publications Including Building Time
Estimators

Most estimators are introduced in combination with cost
accounting models. As a key part of the machine costs, authors
mostly developed simple ways to roughly calculate the building
time [35]. Also, complex models within their cost calculation are
introduced [36]. Building upon those stand-alone publications and
the integrated estimators in cost models, the next level of
complexity are algorithms implemented in programmes for STL
files preparation and build processors for AM machines. Those
programs calculate the building time based on data sets provided by
their company as well as on experiences of the user and completed
jobs. Mostly machine data such as hatch distance, layer thickness,
scan power, scan velocity and coating time are used. This method is
close to machine learning approaches when empirical data are used
for improvements. One of the biggest providers of those programs
is Magics Materialise. Nevertheless, there are rarely scientific
publications including Software for improving building time
calculations. As shown in Figure 5, the most complex type of
building time estimators are machine learning and artificial
intelligence (AI) approaches. There is an increasing number of
authors suggesting and developing those algorithms. Even though
this approach could be classified as an analogical approach, there is
a huge potential to increase the accuracy of estimation by using
very few parameters (Figure 6).

Also, building rates and quality standards of LPB-F processes
have risen over the decades [32]. More laser power, preheating and
cooling is required to fulfil the properties which also lead to a
higher SEC demand. However, the SEC is limited by the number of
lasers and the maximum laser power.
Nevertheless, primary data was mostly generated using older
AM machines with older hardware. Since the developments of
software and hardware in the technology sector are rapid, the
authors suggest new experimental data collection using the newest
machine generations. As the relatively new machine EOS M 290
(release year 2016) indicated by Ochs et al, the result showed a
decrease of SEC to about 27 kWh/kg [30].
For the calculation of the building time, authors have introduced
different models with different scopes. Most models can be found
within a cost accounting approach using analogical methods. As
production planning and calculation is important, the inclusion of
the models is a logical way to present the building time models. As
classified by Oh et al, the accuracy of the models depends on their
methods [17]. Whereas currently, the most precise method is the
analytical way, the authors assume that artificial intelligence has a
great influence on precision and input parameter reduction at the
same time. This was confirmed with results using the method [17,
24]. Additionally, AI approaches are easy to apply and variable for
the user. However, the requirement here should be an appealing
graphical user interface that enables the end-user to perform a quick
and simple calculation.

6. Conclusion
Energy consumption and building time calculation are key
elements for AM implementation in productions. Nevertheless, it is
not possible to exactly calculate both energy and time demand as
forecast. This is shown by the present research. Further priorities
can therefore be placed on the development of simulation models
based on Artificial Intelligence. Whereas for building time
estimation this trend can be observed increasingly, structures and
algorithms, as well as proper data sets, have to be developed for
energy demand.

Fig. 6 Classification and Potential of Different Building Time
Estimator Approaches for LPB-F processes, aligned to [17]
The relation between non-machine-parameters (geometry,
volume of the part, box volume) and building time is very attractive
for fast calculation. As stated by Oh et al., parametric estimators are
the most inaccurate method even though there are just a few
parameters necessary. Analytical approaches on the one hand
require a high number of input parameters, on the other hand, the
accuracy is among the most precise [23].
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Benefits of Industry 4.0 in manufacturing textile sector: Case study: implementation of RFId
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Abstract: The importance of industry 4.0 is increasing continuously in the apparel sector. The evolution in manufacturing with
implementation of the new modes of production nowadays is widely known. The benefits that come from each new development in the digital
information technology has to be fasten embraced. The main advantage is the improvements of the supply chain efficiency. The innovation
based on the industry 4.0 allow companies to optimize their actual production systems and enhance more efficient processes. Smart
manufacturing can help the apparel industry more specifically by making the concept of affordable mass customization in reality.
This paper helps us understand how industry 4.0 affects manufacturers in the apparel industry. We are going to illustrate this through a case
study in a garment factory. There are several ways of advanced digital technologies that can assure high efficiency in the production. The
actual production process is batch flow and the company is implementing a new tool which is RFId (Radio-frequency identification or
radiofrequency identification) technology. Connected an RFId Tag to a part of the product to be tracked, each piece can be monitored in
real time, having all the location and traceability information and machine data in real time piece by piece. Items and products can be
monitored as they move through the factory allowing for quick and automatic identification without errors. This allow to maximize the use of
production resources and correctly optimize stocks of raw materials.
Keywords: PRODUCTIVITY, BATCH FLOW, DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
• Increases productivity
Batch flow is one of the essential and successful production
processes. Based on this process, a manufacturer can produce
multiple products simultaneously.

1. Introduction
These last decades many studies have been made in Operational
management and international business about international location
choices. There are many researches focused on the motivations of
the offshoring phenomena. According to Dunning categories the
main drivers of the offshoring are:
a)
Efficiency-seeking motivations. The company goes to
produce in a different country to take advantages of costs. Access to
low cost production.
b) Resource-seeking motivations. When a firm wants to have
access in resources not available in their country. Access to
resource and knowledge
c)
Market-seeking motivations. The company goes to
penetrate in new markets. Exploitation of market opportunities.
Different researchers have analysed other motivations of the
offshore firms. They are focused on considering the developing
countries as a geography motivation of the offshoring. This is the
case of Albania chosen as a destination of the offshore production.
Subsequently, this might have some risks and challenges like
exchange rate variations, governmental pressures, quality issues,
and offshoring costs [1]. Also the implementation of industry 4.0,
the effects of covid and changes in cost advantages in some foreign
markets have influenced the decisions of offshoring. Some firms
choose near countries to them due to transportation cost and deliver
time.
Considering this context the research questions of the study are:

Batch processing implies the processing of bulk material in
groups. In this process, subsequent batches should wait until the
current batch moves to the next work place. The most important
advantage of batch production is the lower initial setup cost. It’s
considered easier and cheaper to implement a batch processing
equipment. Batch processing also allows you to set up each process
uniquely. The batch processing goes much slower, this is the reason
that the overall cost of processing goes up. Starting up and using
batch equipment can also increase energy consumption and increase
the quality discrepancy between batches. This can lead to lost
production and compromised quality if the batch process isn’t
monitored closely.
Advantages of Batch flow process are several such as: the
reduction of initial set up costs, implementation of equipment
relating the batch processing system in an easy and cheap way, set
up each process separately, it increases flexibility to produce
different types of products. The batch process is suitable for
garment and seasonal products manufacturing industries. By
adopting this process a garment factory can manufacture different
color, different sized clothes.
Batch flow has also Disadvantages. It is not a suitable process
for all types of industries. Its processing cost is high. Equipment
used in the batch process requires more space. Additional laborers
are required to move the products from one place to another. With
the flexibility of the batch process, the textile industry can
immediately attain the demands of the client.

a)
Which are the difference in efficiency term between three
methods of production processes Continuous flow, batch flow and
RFId technology?
b)
How can digital information technology affect the work
flow improvement?

2.

The revolution of Industry 4.0 in the production processes has
proven to be very advantageous in the technology and the
improvements made to supply chain efficiency, Industry 4.0 allows
companies to optimize their existing systems and grow to create
more efficient processes. Some of the many benefits of Industry 4.0
include:

Literature review

The production process is one of the success factors of the
business. The continuous flow process involves moving one work
unit at a time between each step of the process — with no breaks in
time, sequence, substance, or extent. Continuous flow saves time,
energy, and costs and when implemented correctly, it can:
• Reduce waste
• Save money by reducing inventory and transportation costs
• Increase productivity by completing more units in less time
• Improve quality by making it easier to spot and correct errors
• Cut down on overhead via increased stability and reduced lead
times
• Adapt to customer needs more effectively compared to batch
process

1. Scalability
2. Security
3. Control and Visibility
4. Customization
5. Customer Satisfaction
Among various retrofit technologies, Radio frequency identification
(RFID) [2] has been one of the most promising technological
innovations of the last decades in the industrial and manufacturing
fields. This technology represents one of the main pillars of IOT. It
has been widely implemented all over the world and its impact on
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our daily life is very diverse and massive. Despite the numerous
benefits claimed, several barriers, like costs, lack of understanding,
technical and privacy issues, have limited its penetration within the
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) [3, 4]. In particular, for
SMEs, there are still many enabling factors that can contribute to its
diffusion and application. Those diverse applications include
logistical tracking, monitoring and maintenance of products,
product safety and information, payment process [5].

o 37 large baskets and 5 small baskets were brought to the line
(for small product parts and labels), and a report was created
for the delivery of the baskets by the head of line.

Radio frequency identification, known also as RFID, refers to a
technology to automatically identify and track tags attached to
objects. A RFID system is generally constituted by a tag (or label)
and a reader. RFID tags or labels are embedded with a transmitter
and a receiver. The RFID component on the tags have two parts: a
microchip that stores and processes information, and an antenna to
receive and transmit a signal. RFID is similar to barcoding in that
data from a tag or label are captured by a device that stores the data
in a database. RFID, however, has several advantages over systems
that use barcode asset tracking software. The most notable is that
RFID tag data can be read outside the line-of-sight, whereas
barcodes must be aligned with an optical scanner. There are three
types of RFID tags: active, semi-passive and passive RFID. Active
and semi-passive RFID tags use internal batteries to power their
circuits. An active tag also uses its battery to broadcast radio waves
to a reader, whereas a semi-passive tag relies on the reader to
supply its power for broadcasting. Because these tags contain more
hardware than passive RFID tags, they are more expensive [6].

o Communication was maintained with the preparatory
departments for the problems encountered such as: lack of
leaks from the cutter, which caused delays in production and
increase of operations, insufficient supply of the line with work
from the sublimation ward, which caused blockage and
irregular work flow;

3.

o Work flow was organized in baskets with a certain number of
pieces;
o A special inbound work register was created, as well as an
interconnected work register.

o It was ensured that the work brought to the line from the above
mentioned departments, to be coordinated, as from the noncoordination problems arose such as: non-compliance of the
measures with the parts received from the serigraphy and
transfers. This made impossible to finish the entire product
causing blockage as well.
The start of the application of the method with baskets in line no. 1
was made on May 19, where the first batch of work was released on
May 21.

Methodology

In this section, the case of study of an industrial company is
presented. The main information about the production processes
and the related technological diagrams are summarized. The case
study regards the prospective of an implementation of RFid
technology in a garment factory.
In the framework of continuous improvement and increase of
efficiency in production lines, the department of industrial
engineers applied the alternative method of batchflow. The next
step is to integrate an RFID solution into the manufacturing system.
It is hoped that the RFID solution will allow the factory to view the
process in greater detail in terms of job and equipment location in
real time. The real time manufacturing system will provide a
transparent view of the process to Pre-prep, production and
operation control. This electronic view will allow each department
to have up to date process information with no need to ask the other
department, thus greatly reducing the requirement for personnel
interaction. Personnel interaction is a major fluctuating unknown,
which can be very wasteful. The real time view will also build a
history database of the information gathered, as well as having the
ability to hold any additional notes the operators may want to add
[7].
To test and analyze the functionality of this method, was initially
selected Line No.1. This line was selected because it is composed
by workers with considerable experience in sewing, and have
produced products of a high difficulty. Several factors, which have
direct impact on the method, have to be analyzed before applying
batch flow method like sewing operations tab, machine layout,
Supply of line with warehouse accessories, line supply from
previous phase, and coordination of previous departments.

Fig. 1: Productivity May 2021, June 2021. Line results before and after
applying the batch flow method

As we can see in the graphic presentation, during these days there
has been a decrease in the productivity of the line as we lost a lot of
time arranging each worker, so that the basket passed to the next
employee only after finishing all the basket and arranging the line
so that you do not have work blockages. The line with moving
machineries and workers was arranged.

4.1 The results of the batch flow implementation
The steps followed for the application :
o The head of line and all the other persons related to the
production were informed about the application and operation
of the new method;

Problems were encountered with the preparatory wards stamptransfer, where the problem was the lack of coordination of work in
these two wards which were then followed in line.

o The layout and the sewing operation tab were assessed ;
o The Stickers were created and printed in quantities according
to the order
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belts or being moved around by staff on trucks or forklifts. As the
tags move around the factory floor or the warehouse they pass by
readers and the tags can be then tracked using intelligent software
and database application. In modern manufacturing facilities, there
are work flow process systems that can be improved to reduce the
overall work load and increase the total work throughput. This
project initially assessed a manufacturing plants work flow
processes and evaluated them against industry best practices [8].
RFID was identified as a technology which could help stream line
the flow of work on the factory floor. RFID is becoming a
technology that more and more label purchasers are requesting to
fulfil their own manufacturing processes. Having this technology
already in companies’ portfolio allows them to be proactive in
selling the technology in the market place and not be driven to it by
customers who could go elsewhere in this competitive market
space.

4.2 Benefits and Difficulties from the implementation
of batch flow method
1. Difficulty in perception of the method. This difficulty has been
encountered both by the employees and by other persons, who at the
beginning thought that it would be without result and obstacle for
the line. Some employees have really had this difficulty from
encountering this way of functioning for the first time, but some of
them also from the desire not to accept it as a method and to make it
not work. In the beginning, the method was not followed properly,
and there were cases when they returned to the previous operation.
2. Loss of adhesives (stickers) by employees
3. Mark the quantities on the printed adhesives with a pen
4. Lack of bins for applying the method
5. Lack of accessories (badge, cartons) for the bin identification
number
Benefits

6. References

Accurate identification of inconveniences from the beginning
More regular lines also aesthetically
Improvement of productivity
Quantities produced and declared correctly by employees
Reduction of repayment in production lines
An easy control and management of lines
Valuation based on real quantities for employees
Accuracy in products that have different color.
Tracking progress line and identifying quantity location for each
hour
Reduction of inefficiency in production lines.
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It is often said in the automation industry that to control, you
must first measure. Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a noncontact, long distance, water proof, high temperature resistant, data
storage, automatic identification system. These attributes make
RFID the ideal solution for tracking and measuring the flow of
physical items throughout a plant. The RFID system comprises of
an integrated collection of components, the tag, the reader, the
reader antenna, a controller, a sensor, actuator and annunciator
(optional), host and software system and communication
infrastructure [7].
RFID systems are becoming more and more embedded in the
supply chain. Tracking goods in the work place has been identified
as one area where production can be improved. RFID technology
can be used in different manufacturing scenarios such as being
attached to items that are moving through the factory on conveyer
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Abstract: In this work the possibilities of reducing the roughness and defects of surfaces obtained by 3D printing with selective laser melting
(SLM), via reactive electrospark surface modification (ESD) with low-melting AlSi alloys has been shown. The influence of the energy
parameters of the ESD process on the roughness, microstructure, microhardness and performance characteristics of the coatings has been
studied. Surfaces with new phases and ultrafine crystal-amorphous structure with particle sizes from micro to nano level, with new relief,
with thickness up to 15 µm and microhardness up to 11 GPa were obtained, as the initial SLM roughness from Ra = 8-11µm is reduced to
Ra=3-5 µm. Possibilities for control of the characteristics of the coatings and purposeful synthesis of new phases by changing the
parameters of the spark discharge have been established. The parameters of the ESD process, which provide simultaneous reduction of SLM
surface roughness, removal and erasure of the defects and targeted reactive synthesis of new phases with high performance properties and
wear resistance, are defined and optimized.
Keywords: DMLS 3D PRINTING, ELECTROSPARK DEPOSITION (ESD), ROUGHNESS, MICROSTRUCTURE, HARDNESS, WEAR
RESISTANCE

1. Introduction
In recent years, additive technologies (ATM - known as
Additive Manufacturing Process, or 3D printing of metals) [1,2,3]
are increasingly used for the fabrication of metal products.Thanks to
its many advantages [2-5], additive manufacturing is gradually
becoming a regular production operation that is seriously changing
the industry and transforming a number of branches. One of the
main disadvantages of 3D printing of metals, which hinders its mass
application, is the high surface roughness and the presence of
various surface defects - local accumulations, pores, protrusions,
cracks, etc., which degrade the properties of the resulting products
[4,6, 7]. In order to reduce the initial roughness and fill the surface
pores in most cases, subsequent complete or local treatment of the
part is required. Various methods [6-11] are used for this purpose,
which require the application of specific processes, including
relevant machines, technologies, equipment, tools and materials,
and also implies а need to include additives in the dimensions for
further processing, as wel as use of special technological regimes
for the different materials and shapes of products, which leads to to
significantly increase processing time and costs.Often, postprocessing can take up to 3 times longer than printing the part [2-5].
In many cases, these treatments, the time and cost of their
implementation, can be reduced by using one of the lightest, cheapest
and most affordable technologies - electrospark deposition (ESD),
whose advantages include high adhesion of the formed coatings, the
possibility of local treatment of the details, low cost and energy
consumption and high environmental friendliness of the process [1218]. ESD also implies increased wear resistance and a longer service
life of coated surfaces than the other ordinarily used finishing
treatments.In this regard, the aim of the present work is to study the
topography, composition, structure, mechanical properties and
tribological behavior of metal surfaces obtained by 3D printing and
subsequent ESD treatment with hypoeutectic alloy AlSi9, to assess
whether the electrode materials used improve surface characteristics
of the ATM products, and on the basis of the obtained data to
determine and optimize the conditions under which it can be
obtained a reduction of surface roughness and defects of the surface
layer.

2. Materials and Methods (Methodology)
2.1. Coating materials
The placed goals of the work require the selection of materials
in which under the action of the spark-plasma discharges to form a
liquid melt that fills the surface cavities and pores and
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simultaneously interacts with the elements of the substrate, forming
new wear-resistant phases.
This can be realized by reaction phase formation, or reactional
ESD, in which by appropriate selection of low-melting electrode
materials and parameters of the spark discharges is carried out
targeted synthesis of new reinforcing phases that are not present in
the electrode or substrate [14,15, 18].
For this purpose, processing electrodes-precursors of the lowmelting AlSi9 alloy with a silicon content of 9% were used. The
electrodes are made by technology [14,15,19], which allows both
their complete melting and increased transfer to the substrate, as
well as the formation of ultrafine and glassy phases as a result of the
spark-plasma discharges. The use of aluminum electrodes for ESD
is recommended in papers [20-22].
For comparison, electrodes of eutectic alloy ASi12 [22] were
used, as well as TiB2-TiAl compositions with nanosized additives
of ZrO2, and also multicomponents electrodes marked
KW10B10T10 with composition 60% WC, 10% TiB2, 10%B4C,
and 20%Co-Ni-Cr-Fe-B-Si-C.
2.2. Substrate.
Model plates of carbon steel 1.2709 prodused by Direct Metal
Laser Sintering (DMLS) [23] with composition Fe- base, Ni - 18-19
%, Mo 4,7-5,2%, Co 8,5-9,5 %, C 0,03%, with sizes 10×10×4 are
used for substrate.
2.3. Equipment for ESD
ESD equipment with low pulse energy E = 0.01-0.07 J is used
to obtain coatings with low roughness and fewer structural
defects.The surface treatment was performed by non-contact local
electrospark deposition (LESD) [24] on a mechanized
machine"Elfa-541" and by ESD with vibrating electrode in gaseous
medium (air) using a device "Hardedge" - UK.
The application of LESD is performed with a cylindrical
rotating electrode at mode parameters given in Table 1. The
productivity of the deposition is 0.5÷0.6 mm /s, the speed of
rotation of the electrode is 1200 rpm, System voltage / Circuit
voltage / U=90V.
ESD vibration deposition is performed with the following
parameters: Short circuit current – 0.2 – 1.5 A, Voltage – U=80 V,
oscillation frequency of the vibrator – 200 Hz. The individual
layering modes are numbered from 3 to 6 in the order of increase of
pulse energy are given in Table 2.
The research was conducted with pre-optimized process
parameters and pulse energy, which produce uniform and dense
coatings with acceptable roughness.
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Table 1. Mode Parameters at LESD
Pulse current Pulse duration Capacitance Pulse frequency
N amplitude
- – Ti, μs;
– C, μF;
- f, kHz
I,А
1
16
12
0.68
12.5
2
16
12
1
8
3
24.4
20
4.4
5
Table 2. Regimes used for ESD whit vibrating electrode on Device
for Manual electrical discharge deposition with vibrating electrode
“Harddege” - England, USA
№ of regimes,

3

4

6

Сapacity, µF
Pulse energy E, J

5
0.02

7
0.03

20
0.07

2.4. Types of research, Methodology of measurements, Research
Equipment
The influence of the parameters of the ESD modes on the
roughness, the composition, structure and tribological behavior of
the layered surfaces obtained immediately after DMLS and ESD is
studied.
- The roughness parameters Ra, Rz, Rq and Rt and the thickness
δ of the obtained coatings are measured using profilometer - AR132B according to EN ISO 13565-2: 1996) standards. Mathcad and
Excel software are used for data processing.
- The morphology and topography of the ESD layers were
examined with an optical and scanning electron microscope SEM
"EVO MA10 Carl Zeiss".
- The measured microhardnesses were performed with a Zwick
4350 hardness tester, Germany, according to ISO 6506-1: 2014, at a
load of 2 N (200 g) with a Vickers indenter.
- The identification of the phases in the surface layer were
performed using a Bruker D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer in
cobalt “Cu Kά” radiation .
- The comparative friction tests were performed with tribotester
type “Thumb-on-disk” under dry surface friction with hard-fixed
abrasive particles in plane contact at the following conditions: load
10N; nominal contact area 2.25x10-6 m2; sliding speed 0.239 m/s;
type of abrasive surface - Corundum № 800. The mass wear is
obtained as difference between the initial mass of the sample m0 and
its mass mi after a certain number of friction cycles: m = m0−mi,
mg. The mass of the samples before and after a given friction path
is measured with an electronic balance WPS 180/C/2 to the nearest
0,1 mg.
Calculated are the following wear characteristics:
- Wear intensity - the amount of wear per unit of friction work:
(1)
i  m / S , mg/m
- Wear resistance I  1/ i  S / m , m/mg, reciprocal value of the
wear intensity.
(2)

c)

Single pulse
energy,-E, J

3
4
4

0.01
0.02
0.045

ESD at Е=0.07J, АSi9
Ra=7µm, Rz=21 µm

е) ESD at Е0.03J, TiB2TiAl Ra=5,9µm,Rz=16,7
µm

d) ESDat E=0,03J, АlSi12
Ra=5µm, Rz=14µm

f)

ESD
at
E=0,03J,
KW10B10T10, Ra=6,5
µm, Rz=18 µm

Fig.1.Top view of model plates from 1.2709 steel before and after
ESD with diferent electrodes

a) 1.2709 steel, Ra=8,6 µm,
Rz=22 µm

c) ESD at E=0,03J Ra=4,2µm,
Rz=12 µm

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Coating characterization - Roughness Ra and thickness ,
structure and microhardness
The characteristic appearance and topography of the surface of
the coatings is shown in Fig. 1 and 2 at different magnifications,
and Table 3 shows the average values of roughness, thickness δ and
the measured microhardness HV of the studied coatings. They are
compared with those of coatings of ASi12, TiB2-TiAl and
KW10B10T10 electrodes.

a) 1.2709 DMLS steel ,
Ra=10,3µm,Rz=29 µm

Passages of
the electrode

b)

d)

ESD at E=0,07J, Ra=5
µm, Rz=14,2 µm

LESD at E=0.045J
Ra=3,4µm, Rz=9,6 µm

Fig.2. Microphotography of topography of the coatings produced
by ESD and LESD with electrode AlSi9 with different energy on
1.2709 DMLS steel
Fig. 3a shows the values of the roughness parameters Ra, Rz,
Rq, Rt, µm of coatings from ASi9 electrodes applied by ESD and
LESD at different pulse energy, and Fig. 3b shows the standard
deviation of the measured values of the roughness parameters .

b) ESD at Е0.03J, АК9,
Ra=4µm,Rz=12 µm
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Table
№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

3.

Roughness

Electrode
Substrate
AlSi9
AlSi12
AlSi9
AlSi12
TiB2-TiAl
KW10B10T10
Substrate
AlSi9
AlSi12
AlSi9
AlSi12
AlSi9
AlSi12
TiB2-TiAl
KW10B10T10

Ra,

thickness

δ

Process parameters
ESD, E=0.02 J

ESD, E=0.03 J

ESD, E=0.07 J
LESD, E=0.045J,
I=25A,Ti=20µs,C=4,4 µF
LESD, E0.015J,
I=16A,Ti=12 µs,C=0,7 µF

and
Ra, µm
8,55
5,70
5,4
4.43
4,25
5,10
6,50
7,92
5,03
5,55
3,40
3,84
3,28
3,38
5,90
5,95

microhardness
Rz, µm
24,18
16,10
15,2
12.47
11,95
14,40
18,40
22,38
14,20
15,73
9,63
10,9
9,25
9,55
16,70
17,03

HVof

Rq, µm
8,75
5,87
5,5
4.35
4,35
5,38
6,65
8,13
5,48
5,78
3,48
3,96
3,40
3,78
6,21
6,08

coatings

Rt, µm
24,43
16,25
15,3
13.42
12,05
14,58
18,60
22,6
14,35
15,88
9,73
11,12
9,35
9,65
16,90
17,03

δ, µm
9
8,53
10.3
11
9,4
12,5
16,4
15
12,6
12,22
8,6
8,2
7,8
10,4

on

DMLS

substrates

HV, GPa
4,48
8,44
8,62
9.67
9,88
11,15
11,64
4,65
9,87
10,12
9,15
9.64
9,03
9,14
10,46
10,84

a) ESD with electrode AlSi9, E=0.0 3J
a) Altitude roughness parameters

b) cross- section of ESD coating with electrode AlSi9, E=0.03 J
Fig.4 Cross- section microphotographs of microstructure of
coatings on 1.2709 steel
b) Deviation of the roughness parameters
Fig.3. Altitude parameters of the roughness of ESD coatings
depending on the pulse energy at initial roughness of the base
Ra=10,25μm
With AlSi9 electrodes, dense and uniform coatings were
obtained, similar in structure, with acceptable repeatability of
quality characteristics, with a specific relief formed mainly by
liquid phase and different from the original one. It can be seen that
their roughness is lower than that of the substrate and is close to
that obtained with AlSi12 electrodes. The standard deviation from
the mean value after ESD and LESD - Fig. 3b also has significantly
lower values than those of the initial samples.
From the data presented in Table 3 it is established that by
changing the pulsed energy the parameters of the coatings can
change in the range: thickness δ=8-16 µm and microhardness
НV=8 to 10 GPa.
Figures 4 and 5 show cross-sections and SEM images of
coatings from ASi9 electrode, deposited at a pulse energy of 0.03 J.

Fig.5. SEM microphotography of the coatings produced by ESD
with electrod AlSi9 on 1.2709 steel
From the presented data (Fig.1-5), it can be seen that the
reaction electrospark surface modification with AlSi9 electrodes
allows to smooth out the irregularities from the previous treatment,
to fill the cavities and pores from the initial DMLS treatment
(Fig.4) and to obtain surfaces with improved uniformity and
reduced roughness. However, the lower pulse energy (E<0.02J)
(Table 3, Fig.3a) is not always sufficient for the electrode melt to
fill the unevenness, pores and cavities of the initial surface and the
deepest traces of pre-treatment cannot be completely deleted.
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appropriate selection of the pulse energy and the pulse parameters,
it becomes possible to achieve a purposeful synthesis of certain
phases.
The new phases formed in the process of spark-plasma
discharges presuppose stronger bonding with the substrate, higher
microhardness, and correspondingly higher wear resistance.
The obtained results allow us to summarize that the application
of the ESD method and low-melting AlSi9 electrodes leads not
only to a reduction in surface roughness, but also to the formation
of new hardened phases. In addition, the presence of a liquid phase
of the molten electrode material helps to fill the micropores and
reduce defects in the surface layer.
Therefore, the use of the AlSi9 electrode provide improved
properties of the surface layer, due to the fine-grained structure, the
new compounds and amorphous phases in the composition of the
coatings.

The comparison of the surfaces obtained with different pulse
energies (Fig. 1-3a, Table 3) shows that the coatings obtained at
energy 0.03-0.04 J (Fig. 3a) are more uniform and have lowest
values of all roughness parameters - more than twice lower values
than the initial ones after DMLS, as well as the smallest deviation Fig.3b.
A comparison of the surfaces obtained by the two methods used
shows that in LESD with energies of 0.02 and 0.045 J the surface is
smoother and more uniform, the coatings have lower roughness,
smaller structural components, and such as the lowest measured
values are Ra ≈3 µm. In addition, AlSi9 electrode-treated surfaces
have a similar roughness and thickness to those of AlSi12
electrode-treated surfaces. The microhardness (HV) of the coatings
is more than 2 times higher than that of the uncoated substrates and
exceeds the corresponding initial hardness of the aluminum
electrodes.
Therefore, ESD with AlSi9 electrodes can be used for leveling
the relief of the original DMLS surfaces, and also to reduce the
scattering of roughness parameters.
Surfaces treated with TiB2-TiAl and KW10B10T10 electrodes
show a higher roughness and degree of unevenness than those with
AlSi9 electrodes. The hardness of the coatings obtained with these
electrodes is higher - Table 3, but due to the higher melting
temperature of the boride and carbide phases contained in them, the
initial surface pores and irregularities are not completely filled.

3.3 Wear of coatings applied with AlCi9 electrodes
Fig. 7 shows the wear and wear resistance of the coatings of the
studied electrodes as a function of the friction path.

3.2. Phase composition of coatings
Figure 6 shows an X-ray diffraction pattern of the AlSi9
electrode coating at a pulse energy of 0.03 J. XRD models of
coatings applied with different impulse energies differ mainly in the
intensity and width of the characteristic peaks of iron and
intermetallic phases.
a) Wear of coated surfaces sv. Sliding distance

Fig.6. Patterns of XRD spectra of the ESD coating of AlSi9
electrode at E=0.03J on 1.2709 steel
The expansion of the characteristic lines is most pronounced in
the modes with pulse energy above 0.04 J and indicates the
presence of solid solutions and amorphous-crystalline structures in
the surface of the coating, which are observed in Fig.5.
The registered expansion of the diffraction peaks of Al and Fe,
which is most evident in LESD, reflects the formation of both solid
solutions and new compounds in the resulting anode-cathode
molten mixture, and also the reduction in the size of structural
elements, reaching to amorphous structure. Since there are peaks in
the wider corner areas, which indicate the presence of crystallites, it
can be concluded that the coatings have a crystal-amorphous
structure.
The main registered phases in the composition of the coatings
are (Fe,Ni), AlFe, FeSi, Al5Fe2, Al3.2Fe, AlFe0.23Ni0.77, Fe0.7 Ni0.3,
AlO, Al2O3, FeNi.
Fe0.9Si0.05, FeNi3, NiAl3, AlNi, Al0.9Ni1.1, AlFe0.23Ni0.77,
Al2.67O4, AlO and traces of AlN, Si3N4 are found in small quantities
(low intensity and small number of peaks). The presence of Al2O3,
as well as traces of AlN and SiN, indicate that aluminum and
silicon have reacted with oxygen and nitrogen in the air to form
wear-resistant compounds. The average crystal size, calculated by
Scherer's formula, varies from 15 to 90 nm for the different phases,
which shows that the new phases obtained in the electrospark
coatings have a nanocrystalline structure.
As the pulse energy increases, the degree of dispersion and the
amount of newly obtained intermetallic phases increase. Вy

b) Wear resistance vs. Sliding distance –AlSi9/on 1=2709 steel
Fig.7. Wear and wear resistance of ESD coatings on 1.2709 DMLS
steel.
It can be seen from the figure that minimum wear and
maximum wear resistance are obtained in the modes with energy
0.03 and 0.04J, in which the roughness of the coatings Ra≈3.5µm.
Samples with coatings from AlSi9 electrodes showed 1.5-1.9 times
lower wear than uncoated ones.
The wear of the TiB2-TiAl electrode-coated samples is the
lowest, which was expected due to the presence of the highly wearresistant TiB2 and the nanostructured ZrО2 additives. However, the
coatings obtained with this electrode have a higher
roughness(Fig.1e, Table 3) and fail to completely erase the surface
defects of DMLS steel.
Тhe improvement of the technological characteristics of the
surface of the produced DMLS products by ESD can not only
eliminate a large part of the finishing treatments, but also to give
new properties to the treated surfaces and to allow expanding the
use of the DMLS methods for many new applications and
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production of various friction and cutting elements - for example
cutting elements for plant stems [25] and many others.

4. CONCLUSIONS
1. In this work, the occurring changes in the surface structure,
composition, mechanical properties and tribological behavior of
DMLS steels with subsequent reactive surface electrospark
modification with AlSi9 hypoeutectic electrodes were studied and
evaluated.
2. Experimental studies have shown that by reaction
electrospark surface modification, topography, mechanical and
tribological properties of modified surfaces are significantly
improved as a result of the reduced roughness and erasure of the
surface defects, as well as of the new wear-resistant phases, new
ultradisperse and amorphous structures with increased hardness and
wear resistance.
3. The determined energy parameters of the electrical pulses,
the parameters of the ESD process and the conditions allow
achieving simultaneous erasure of surface defects and increasing
the hardness and wearing resistance of the treated surfaces. The
obtained dependences make it possible to obtain modified surfaces
with predetermined characteristics and properties.
4. The obtained results confirm the hypothesis that the
electrospark treatment with hypoeutectic electrode AlSi9 at energy
0.03-0.04 J allows both to reduce roughness and surface defects and
to form a modified layer with a thickness of more than 10 μm, 2.5
times more -low roughness and up to 2 times higher microhardness
and wear resistance compared to the original DMLS 1.2709 steel.
Coatings obtained with this energy by LESD have lower roughness
and better homogeneity than those obtained by ESD with a
vibrating electrode.
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Abstract: In order to test the tribological properties of the high alloy ledeburite steel X210Cr12, test samples were made on which the
mass loss was measured before and after the wear test. The test was performed using the “pin on disk” method on the Taber abraser device,
with part of the samples tested without lubricant and part with lubricant to compare and present the results. X210Cr12 steel was chosen as
the material for the pin sample, while low alloy steel was chosen for the disk sample. In the lubricant test, hemp oil was used and analyzed to
show the effects of this oil on the lubrication and wear of the material. During the test, each sample was subjected to a modified load and a
modified number of cycles. From the test results, it can be concluded that hemp oil exhibited satisfactory properties over all test cycles, with
an approximately constant pattern of mass loss. In addition, hemp oil showed more favorable properties at higher test loads and a greater
number of test cycles, so it can be used as a lubricant based on the test results obtained under test conditions such as those that prevailed in
this test.
Keywords: X210Cr12 steel, wear, lubricants, mass

Research of tribological properties and different methods of
processing technology of X210Cr12 steel are presented in
[1,5,7,9-12].

1. Introduction
Tribology „is not a science for science's sake“, but a
scientific approach that addresses the possibility of extending the
life of parts subject to wear [2-3, 6]. The main objective is to
reduce the costs and losses of the tribo nature [6]. In order to
study the problems of friction and wear, as well as the role of
lubrication, tribology considers the phenomena and processes as
parts of a whole that are interrelated and have a significant
influence on the cost efficiency of the technical means produced
and used. Tribology implies activities that comprehensively
combine the increase of work efficiency through the interaction
of knowledge from all major scientific and technical disciplines.
Tribological problems can be found in all industries. In recent
years, due to the increasing concern for the environment and
pollution caused by the use of commercial mineral oils and the
very good lubricating properties demonstrated in tests, more and
more efforts are being made to use vegetable oils as lubricants in
various industrial sectors. The advantages of these oils are low
environmental influence, simple combinations of additives,
biodegradability, low production costs, low toxicity, high flash
point, low volatility and, above all, high viscosity [14].
Therefore, vegetable oils are a very good alternative to oils from
oil refining. The aim of this paper is to investigate the influence
of hemp oil as a lubricant on the wear intensity of materials using
laboratory tests on wear.

2.1. „Pin on disk“ test method
The test equipment in this test method consists of a fixed pin
in contact with the rotating disk. It should be noted that instead of
a pin, a sample with a rounded tip or beads and a rectangular
parallelepiped can be used [11]. This test method is one of the
most commonly used in tribological wear testing of sliding
materials. Similar to this test method, the „pin on cylinder“ test
method is performed. The main difference is the placement of the
pin, which is perpendicular to the axis of rotation or oscillation.
The test sample can have a flat or rounded pin base.

3. Experimental part
The Taber abraser device, model 503, was selected for the
tribological tests. Due to the choice of the „pin on disk“ test
method, two standard sanding disks were removed from the
device, instead of which test sample 1 (pin) was attached to the
sample holder, while test sample 2 (disk) was attached to the
sample holder instead of sanding paper. The test procedure is
based on measuring the mass loss of test sample 1 after
completion of the wear test, showing a comparison of wear with
and without hemp oil, and weighing the mass of test sample 1
before and after the test. On the Fig. 1 shows the Taber abraser
device used in this test.

2. X210Cr12 steel
X210Cr12 steel belongs to the group of high alloy ledeburitic
steels (sub-eutectic) with 12 % chromium and is considered the
main representative of this group of tool steels. In addition to 12
% chromium, it also contains 2 % carbon and 0.1 % vanadium.
Due to its slightly lower toughness, X210Cr12 steel is often
modified by reducing the carbon content and adding
molybdenum and vanadium. The addition of tungsten also
increases the wear resistance, but not the loosening resistance
[13]. Heat treatment of X210Cr12 steel consists of austenitization
(≈1000 °C), hardening in oil and tempering at a temperature of
480 to 560 °C. This steel is characterized by very good resistance
to deformation during hardening, which is why it is often referred
to as „deformation-free hardenable steel“ [15]. The most
common application of this steel is the manufacture of tools for
cold forming, deep drawing, stamping, extrusion, shearing,
stamping, drawing needles, rolling, etc. The main disadvantage
of X210Cr12 steel is certainly its tendency to decarburization, so
it must be heated slowly in a protective atmosphere (e.g. vacuum,
inert gas, inert salt bath).

Figure 1 Taber abraser, model 503
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On the Fig. 2 shows the dimensions of the test samples used
in this test, which are defined according to the standard
dimensions of the wear test samples recommended for the named
device.

After weighing the initial mass of all test samples, they are
placed on the instrument holders. A schematic representation of
the set test samples with explanations can be found in Fig. 5.

Figure 2 Dimensions of test samples

Figure 5 Representation of the test procedure

Test sample 1 consists of the high alloy tool steel X210Cr12,
whose declared chemical composition is given in Table 1.

Before starting the test, it is necessary to place a load on the
test fixture that will act on test sample 1. Two standard loads, 500
g and 1000 g, were used during the test. Due to the weight of the
sample holder 1 of 250 g, the total loads were 750 g and 1250 g.
In addition to the loads, it is necessary to adjust the number of
cycles, i.e. the duration of the test of a group. The cycles were
chosen in four values and were 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 rpm in
combination with the loads. During the test, test sample 2 rotates
at a constant speed of 60 rpm, while test sample 1 is stationary
and positioned vertically with a radius of curvature relative to test
sample 2. In this way, both test samples are subjected to sliding
motion throughout the test procedure. When testing lubricant test
samples, hemp oil was dispensed from the dropper bottle, with 4
drops of oil placed on the surface of test sample 2 prior to the
start of the test. At the end of the defined cycle, the test samples
are removed from their holders and test sample 1 is reweighed
and the mass loss that occurred during the test is recorded. To
gain insight into the properties of the hemp oil selected for this
test, Table 3 shows the fatty acid content that makes up the
chemical structure of this vegetable oil [4]. It is important to note
that the oil content in the grain varies depending on the species
and variety and the treatment method of hemp cultivation.

Table 1: Declared chemical composition of the test sample 1 [3]
Chemical composition, %
C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

V

2,00

0,30

0,30

0,035

0,035

12,00

0,10

The measured chemical composition of test sample 2 is
shown in Table 2. For the measurement of chemical composition
was used spectrometric analyzer „Belec“, which is designed for
the analysis of the composition of carbon and stainless steels.
Table 2: Measured chemical composition of the test sample 2
Chemical composition, %
C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cu

Al

Cr

0,912

0,371

0,565

<0,001

0,013

0,172

<0,003

1,899

Mo

Ni

V

Ti

Nb

Co

W

Pb

0,053

2,487

0,009

0,062

0,011

0,020

0,034

<0,003

The macro appearance of the test samples is shown in Fig. 3.

Table 3: The fatty acids content of hemp oil [4]

a)
Figure 3 Macro appearance of test samples
a) test sample 1; b) test sample 2

b)

The test samples were divided into two groups of eight
samples, the first group of samples was tested without lubricant,
while the second group of samples was tested with lubricant,
which in this case is hemp oil. Test sample 2, i.e. the disk, was
used in all 16 tests. The beginning of the test procedure starts
with weighing the initial mass of the 16 pin samples and
recording their values. The weighing was done on a laboratory
scale „Scaltec SPB32“ with an accuracy of 0.0001 g (Fig. 4).

Content of fatty acids, %

Hemp oil

C16:0
C18:0
C18:1 n9
C18:1 n7
C18:2
C18:3
C20:1
C22:1
C18H34O3
Other

6.5 (7.32)
2.6 (2.97)
11.1 (14.55)
1.1
56.4 (55.5)
16.2 (14.35)
1.3
4.8

In addition to the chemical properties of the oil, the physical
properties of the oil, especially the kinematic viscosity, are a very
important parameter in the selection process. Table 4 shows that
the value of kinematic viscosity decreases with increasing
temperature in the temperature range from 40 to 100 °C [8].
Table 4: The physical properties of hemp oil [8]
Properties
Kinematic viscosity on 40 °C, mm2/s
Kinematic viscosity on 100 °C, mm2/s
Viscosity index
Iodine value, g/100g

Hemp oil
27.4
6.9
230
170 (148)

It can be concluded that hemp oil loses its lubricating
properties at higher temperatures, which leads to increased wear
of the elements of the tribosystem that are in contact with each
other.

Figure 4 Laboratory scale „Scaltec SPB32”
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Table 6: Test results at a load of 1250 g

On the other hand, hemp oil shows very good lubricating
properties at lower temperatures, resulting in very good
lubrication and less wear of the elements of the tribosystem.
Regarding the viscosity index, it is important to mention that
hemp oil has a high viscosity index compared to other vegetable
oils tested in the laboratory, such as rapeseed oil (viscosity index
218), but also significantly higher than commercial mineral oils,
whose viscosity index according to ASTM D2270 is 95 [6].

Without lubrication
Sample

Number of cycles

m1, g

m2, g

Δm, g

1

500

5,6137

5,6130

0,0007

2

1000

5,7159

5,7146

0,0013

3

1500

5,4538

5,4519

0,0019

4

2000

5,3467

5,3439

0,0028

4. Research results and discussion
Table 5 shows the results of mass loss (Δm) of test samples
without lubrication and with lubrication at a load of 750 g, while
Table 6 shows the results of mass loss of test samples at a load of
1250 g. The mass m1 is the measured value before the tests, while
the mass m2 is the measured value after the end of the test.

With lubrication

Table 5: Test results at a load of 750 g

Sample

Number of cycles

m1, g

m2, g

Δm, g

1

500

4,7542

4,7538

0,0004

2

1000

3,9968

3,9964

0,0004

3

1500

5,3142

5,3140

0,0002

4

2000

5,3718

5,3716

0,0002

Without lubrication
Sample

Number of cycles

m1, g

m2, g

Δm, g

1

500

5,3906

5,3903

0,0003

2

1000

5,3382

5,3376

0,0006

3

1500

5,3813

5,3805

0,0008

4

2000

5,3835

5,3824

0,0011

On the Table 5 shows that at a load of 750 g, wear decreases
when hemp oil is used as a lubricant compared to the test without
lubricant. At all test cycles, the oil showed satisfactory results,
with a slight increase in wear at 1000 and 1500 cycles, while at
the highest test cycle number of 2000, the difference in mass loss
of the test sample with and without lubricant is most significant.
On the Table 6 shows that at a load of 1250 g, the difference in
mass loss is even more pronounced with and without the use of
hemp oil. Hemp oil showed satisfactory performance over all test
cycles, with an approximately constant mass loss pattern. On the
Fig. 6 gives a graphical representation of the dependence of mass
loss (Δm) from the number of cycles for different sizes of load
and types of lubrication (without lubrication and with lubrication
at a load of 750 g and 1250 g).

With lubrication
Number of cycles

m1, g

m2, g

Δm, g

1

500

4,9001

4,9000

0,0001

2

1000

5,3225

5,3222

0,0003

3

1500

5,1078

5,1074

0,0004

4

2000

5,5952

5,5950

0,0002

Δm [g]

Sample

0.0030
0.0025
0.0020
0.0015
0.0010
0.0005
0.0000
0

500

1000

1500

Load of 750 g without lubrication

Load of 750 g with lubrication

Load of 1250 g without lubrication

Load of 1250 g with lubrication

2000
2500
Number of cycles

Figure 6 Graphical representation of the dependence of mass loss (Δm) from the number of cycles for different sizes of load and types of
lubrication

wear between the elements of the tribology system is a major
problem that still cannot be completely stopped and is therefore
being reduced as much as possible through constant research and
cooperation between various experts in parallel.

From all this, it follows that hemp oil has more favorable
properties at higher test loads and a greater number of test cycles,
and therefore can be used as a lubricant under test conditions
such as those that prevailed in this test. With the development of
tribology as a scientific and technical discipline, the process of
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With the laboratory equipment available today and the
constant technological progress, especially in the computer
simulation of the actual wear process, it is possible to fully
monitor all the parameters required in wear testing. In this way,
the characteristics of both materials and lubricants are detected,
reducing wear between moving elements and thus preventing
possible damage and subsequent accidents.

5. Conclusion
Due to the increasing need for environmental protection, as
well as the reduction of fossil fuels, by which is meant primarily
oil, from which mineral oils are produced through refining, the
majority of which are currently used, lubricants of natural origin
are increasingly being developed and researched, such as hemp
oil, which was used in the tests in this paper. Lubricants of
natural origin are interesting not only because of their ecological
compatibility, but also because of their physicochemical
properties, especially viscosity and flash point, due to which they
show very good lubricating properties in tests in practice. With
the further development of lubricants of natural origin, as well as
additives that improve the properties of the base oil and reduce
the cost of processing vegetable oils, it is possible to qualitatively
replace mineral oils obtained by refining oil.
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not have a significant impact on the geometric correctness or
surface roughness of the component on their own, but their
interactions with other parameters may make them more influential
[3]. For ABS and PLA pieces, a layer thickness of 0.1mm to
0.2mm appears to be optimal. Low extrusion temperatures in the
specified range are preferred, however, this parameter appears to
rely little on the kind of material. The parameters are also affected
by the shape of the component. [4].

1. Introduction
3D printing is a growing manufacturing process that competes
with other manufacturing processes such as machining, casting, and
forging. This manufacturing method is used in a variety of
industries, including construction, prototyping, and biomechanics.
This process has many advantages, including low material loss,
freedom of shape of the part during design, low manufacturing cost,
and simplicity of the process. However, there are some drawbacks to
3D printing, as the often-long printing time-poor mechanical
properties, a limitation in the materials that can be used, the "layer
by layer" appearance, or even poor surface condition. 3D printing
by FDM (for Fused Deposition Modeling) is an additive
manufacturing process that makes it possible to manufacture 3D
parts directly from the models generated on design software. The
process consists of printing several layers of material on top of each
other in order to eventually form a volumetric part. A continuous
filament of thermoplastic polymer is used to print the layers of
material. The filament is typically purchased on a spool and
continuously fed to the printer nozzle, where it is heated to a pastelike state so it can be deposited on the printer bed. The
thermoplastic nature of the material is essential for the proper
functioning of this process since it allows the deposited filaments to
bind during printing and then solidify at room temperature after
printing. The geometric precision or mechanical characteristics of
3D printed parts may vary depending on the printing parameters
used and the shape of the parts. However, these characteristics are
not always well mastered, and numerous studies are conducted to
investigate the impact of printing parameters on the final part. The
subject of this report will thus be the investigation of the impact of
printing parameters on thermo-mechanical properties of the part.

2.

Influence of parameters: parameters with great influence
The results have been gathered in order to emphasize the
parameters that have the greatest impact on the geometric precision
and roughness of components manufactured in 3D using the FDM
technique. The parameters that seem to have a great influence on
the geometric accuracy are: layer thickness, number of layers, the
gap between layers, printing speed, and extruder temperature. The
layer thickness seems to be the parameter having the most influence
on the surface roughness of the parts.

Influence of parameters: parameters with low influence
The findings are grouped in order to reinforce the
parameters which have the least influence on the geometric
precision and roughness of 3D printed components by using the
FDM technique. The filling density tends to be a parameter with
hardly any impact on the part's geometric precision. Print speed,
print path, and extruder temperature do not exhibit a significant
impact on component surface roughness.

2.2. Mechanic
A comparison of samples printed in PLA by FDM and
injection molded PLA samples was carried out. The tensile strength
of the two types of samples was similar [10]. Two different types of
rupture appear for components printed by the FDM process:
"classic" tensile rupture occurs when a tensile force is applied in the
direction perpendicular to that of the layers while the layers peel off
when the tensile force is in the direction parallel to the layers [11].

Literature review

The bibliography has been divided into two sections: the
geometric and the mechanical section. In the geometric sections are
discussed the effect of printing settings on the geometric precision
and/or surface roughness of the printed item. In the mechanical
section, are discussed the effect of printing settings on the
mechanical qualities of the printed part.

Influence of parameters

2.1. Geometric

In order to emphasize the elements that have the largest effect
on the mechanical qualities of 3D printed components using the
FDM technology. Young's modulus and tensile strength decrease as
layer thickness decreases. The greater the infill density, the greater
Young's modulus, and tensile strength. The printing orientation also
has a significant impact on mechanical properties: if a tensile force
is applied parallel to the layers, the tensile strength will be reduced
(layer detachment starts earlier than rupture by "classic" traction).
However, the effect on Young's modulus is negligible. The printing
ambient temperature seems to have a fairly significant impact on the
mechanical properties of the part as well, due to the fact that it

Surface roughness is high in FDM 3D printing compared to
other more traditional machining processes (in FDM, surface
roughness is greater than 12 µm). In addition, there is great
variability in the results depending on the measurement point [1]
The deviations from the nominal values rise as the size of the
geometric components increases. Also, there are larger deviations
from nominal values for cuts (holes) than for extruded shapes in the
X-Y plane. The results obtained for the holes were all below the
nominal value while those of the extruded shapes were well
distributed around the nominal value [2]. Some characteristics may
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influences the quality of the bond between the layers during
printing.

3.

Methodology

The Young's modulus E is given by the slope coefficient m of the
regression line 𝜎𝑖 = 𝑚𝜀𝑥x + 𝑛 obtained from the measured points (𝜎,
𝜀) on the elastic part of the behavior. Similarly, the Poisson's ratio µ
is given by the slope coefficient m of the regression line 𝜀xx = 𝑚𝜀yy
+ 𝑛.

Tensile tests were performed to determine the thermomechanical behavior of a material: Young's modulus and Poisson's
ratio. This assessment is characterized by its own simplicity of use
and the volume of information presented. The principle of this test
is to apply a tensile force to a tensile sample of defined dimensions
until it breaks, after a loading procedure at a consistent strain rate.
To measure deformations, we employ optical methods. Therefore,
we installed a camera in front of the traction machine to acquire
images every 1 second. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) [12-14] is
used to determine the displacement and strain field on the surface of
the specimens. The method consists in following the displacement
of subareas during loading from a speckle painting of the surface of
the specimen. The strain fields are quasi homogenous in the zone of
interest, then the average strains are calculated and allow us to plot
the stress-strain (-𝜀𝑥x and -𝜀yy curves) as shown in fig. 2. The x
direction is the longitudinal direction of the samples (the tensile
direction) and the y direction is the transverse direction.

Increasing the filling density rate makes it possible to have a higher
Young's modulus and therefore a more rigid material. Similarly, the
higher Young's modulus, the more the thickness of the layer. This
first point is consistent with the bibliographic research mentioned in
the first part: the filling density found to have a significant impact
on the mechanical resistance and Young's modulus of the sample. In
the context of ABS, the components produced by 3D printing are
more rigid than the solid examples. This is an un excepting
conclusion since we would have expected the contrary. This is
almost obviously due to the bulk material's amorphous form,
whereas the printed material behaved almost like a crystalline
material. The other parameters such as the direction of printing, the
layer thickness have no influence on the rigidity of the material. It
can therefore be noted that although the direction of printing
influences the type of rupture and the value of the elastic limit of
the material, it does not influence the Young's modulus and
therefore the stiffness of the material.

3.2 Comparison of solid ABS / printed ABS
behaviour
In the case of ABS, we compared the curves of the solid samples
with those of the samples obtained by 3D printing. The following
graph represents the evolution of the deformation (along the x and y
directions) as a function of the stress (MPa) for two samples: that in
solid ABS in direction 1 and that printed in the "flat" direction.

Fig. 1: Specimen production

The following code is used to name the samples used in the
following:
-

Material: ABS or PLA

-

Manufacturing: Molding = M or Printing 3D = 3D

-

Direction of extrusion = 1 or 2 (for solid ABS only)

Direction of printing: Vertical = d or A Horizontal = p
or Edge = t
-

Layer thickness = 0,1 or 0,2 mm

-

Fill density = 25% or 50% or 100%

Wall thickness = P0,5 or P1 or P2 (only if the infill
density is different from 100%) ;
Fig. 2: Deformation at the center of the specimen as a function of stress for
solid and printed ABS

3.1 Analytical results
The deformations in the transverse and longitudinal directions,
the force exerted as well as other quantities. The true stress is
calculated by the ratio between strength and area of section

3.3 Comparison of thermo-mechanical behaviour
The average values of the temperature in the center of the samples
as a function of time were used in order to plot the curves studied
below. We decided to work with the relative temperature in order to
be able to ignore the initial temperature of the specimen. We then
grouped the relative temperature curves of the PLA and ABS
samples on two separate graphs (one per material), allowing us to
observe the potential differences in the thermal behaviour of the
samples during the tensile tests. In order to facilitate the
comparison, we constrained all the curves to a value of 0° at the
start of the tensile test (about 10s). The temperature evolution in the

There are two types of stresses that may be calculated: nominal
stresses and actual stresses. Because the real constraint is of interest
here, a variable section will be used at each moment, calculated
from the initial section (a0b0) and the deformation.
The section s is calculated:
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elastic behaviour of the materials is the same for PLA and ABS
samples. As a result, the filling density, the fact that it is printed in
3D or solid, and so on have no effect on the energy involved during
the tensile test. The difference in plasticity behaviour between the
solid and printed ABS test samples may also be shown. Indeed, the
printed samples are fragile and fracture as soon as they leave the
elastic zone, but the massive samples display the plastic behaviour
that thermoplastic polymers are known for.

4.

Conclusions

In this paper, an experimental technique was developed to
evaluate the thermo-mechanical behaviour of 3D printed objects.
This experiment was conducted with twelve samples: two solid
samples and ten 3D printed samples. We employed the Young's
modulus (stiffness) and the Poisson's ratio (contraction of the
material perpendicular to the direction of the applied force) to
examine the mechanical behavior of these samples' materials. The
study focused on five parameters: material type (PLA and ABS),
printing orientation, layer thickness, filling density, and layer
thickness. The main findings are presented below:
i.
The filling density has a great influence on the stiffness of
the material. At 100% infill density Young's modulus is higher so
the material is stiffer. We were able to observe this for the two types
of materials considered;

Time (s)

Fig. 3: Evolution of the absolute temperature of PLA samples in tensile test
as a function of time

ii.
The results obtained are in agreement with the
bibliographical research carried out: as expected, the filling density,
as well as the layer thickness, are the most influential parameters in
the resistance of the part;
iii. The direction of printing and the layer thickness has no
influence on the stiffness of the material, which corresponds to the
results of the bibliographic research as well. However, the direction
of printing influences the type of rupture and the value of the elastic
limit of the material;
iv. Whether for PLA or ABS samples, the evolution of the
temperature in the elastic behavior of the materials is identical. The
filling density or the fact that it is printed in 3D or solid, therefore
does not influence the mechanical energy involved during the
tensile test on the surface of the specimen

Fig. 4: Evolution of the relative temperature of ABS samples in tensile test
as a function of time

3.4 Comparison of the results
It is important to note that several parameters must be taken into
account to make a useful comparison: in this first case, we sought to
highlight the shape of the surface after rupture. The first image
shows a sample filled at 50%, while the second shows a sample
filled at 100%: in the first, the rupture appears to occur between the
intersection of two layers of triangles (triangle fill the shape),
whereas in the second, it appears to correspond to an almost clean
separation of the layers. We found an interesting phenomenon:
depending on the filling density of the component, the break does
not always occur in the same position: for a complete filling, the
break occurs near the zone taken in the holding jaws. It might
possibly be because the sample was placed improperly. Whenever
the density is low, the rupture occurs closer to the centre of the
component, which is the weakest zone of the sample.

v.
So, because differences between the Poisson's ratios are
minimal, the changes in the contraction of the material
perpendicular to the direction of the force applied in the test
samples may be ignored.
vi. Parts obtained by 3D printing are more rigid than solid
samples.
It could be interesting to analyze the results in order to carry out
the geometric component characterization and therefore have a solid
base of optimal parameters to employ for each characterization.
Furthermore, because this work focused on the characterization of
polymeric materials, it can be easily envisioning a follow-up
investigation utilizing alternative materials to see whether the
behaviors are the same, and if not, to discover new processes
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1. Introduction
2. Areas of application of 3D printing for textile
products

The 3D printing belongs to the rapidly emerging technologies
which have the chance to revolutionize the way textile products are
created. This is why it is necessary to acquaint students of textile
specialization with news in this area also in the subject of project
management too.

Several ways of using 3D printing technology in textile
production are known. The purpose of this article is to summarize
the possibilities that 3D printing provides for textile production. The
aim is to present here various approaches to the use of 3D printing
for the creation of a textile product.

Teaching takes place in several steps:


Students are looking for everything that has already
been discovered or solved in the field of 3D textile
printing.

For clarity, we identify four areas of use of 3D printing that can
be applied in the textile industry:



Students learn to create their own designs in the
AutoCad program.

A.

3D printing of knitted or fabric



B.

Fashion of the Future to be 3D Printed

Students are acquainted with the technology and
possibilities of 3D printing.

C.

3D printing on textiles or as clothing accessory

D.

3D printing of clamping device for ITC

Students create their own project of 3D printing.


They design their own product



They print the designed product



They defend their work

3D printing of knitted or fabric
When 3D printing was created, it seemed that it would soon
replace fabrics. Thousands of years of developing textile technology
cannot be replaced that easily that is why every new project is a
small step to figure out solutions to make the 3D printed textiles a
reality one day.

There are several types of 3D printing, but the 3D printing of
principle fused deposition modelling (FDM) is the most popular. It
is conceptually simple and most of all the printing apparatus is
cheap and of small size. We use the device Prusa i3 MK3S+ for
teaching, as is shown in Figure 1.

Many issues need to be addressed in order for 3D printing to
become a reality. The digital cloth should resemble the traditional
textiles as much as possible, which means it should be thin, soft,
airy, flexible. [3]
The 3D printing of textile of flexible structures of knitted is
still in its infancy. Researchers approached the creation of 3D fabric
in various ways. However, all of them to combine the main aspects
of real textiles - to develop of 3D printing textile product which are
of flexibility and strength. [4]
In order to print 3D structures, a 3D CAD drawing is required.
Authors often use the software Autodesk to generate a 3D model of
the weft knitted structure [5] as is shown in the Figure 2.

Fig. 1 3D printing Prusa i3 MK3S+and principle of FDM [1]

3D printing is a form of additive manufacturing, i.e. creating
objects by sequential layering, for pre-production or production.
After creating a 3D model with a CAD program, a printable file is
used to create a layer design which is printed afterwards. [2]
As can be seen from Figure 1, the thermoplastic fiber is
continuously fed into a small heated chamber (extruder) where it
melts and becomes a highly viscous liquid. The melt is then
extruded through a die and then deposited in layers on a heated
table according to a pattern calculated by the printer control
software that will reproduce the desired geometry of the object. [1]
We use for printing different types of fibers (PLA, ABS, PET,
PETG, TPU, Nylon, ASA, PC, HIPS, Carbon Fiber and many
more.)

Fig. 2 Weft knitted structures printed form CAD

[5]

In order to 3D print knit-based structures a 3D CAD drawing is
required. This CAD drawing needs to consider the pipe wall
thickness and distance between objects, par ticularly when creating
inter-looping structures such as knitting. [6]
Fabrics are also created using 3D printing. The open source
program Google SketchUp is used for this project to design fabrics
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with canvas weave. Warp and weft yarns are created as separate
components that are grouped into a single model that can be
exported to a * .stl file. [7]

Fig. 6 The pleated DefeXtile pocket [11]
Fig. 3 The weave fabric samples 3D print

3. Conclusion
The topic of 3D printing is relevant for us in the Czech
Republic also because the 3D printers we use in teaching are of
Czech origin. The Company PRUSA, is celebrating its 10th
anniversary this year. The establishment of a company can be
compared to the American Dream. Let me mention part of the text
from their website:

Fashion of the Future to be 3D Printed
The work [8] presented is part of a project to create garments
using fused deposition modelling as 3D printing technology.
Structures with various geometries are designed and tested with
different materials starting from rigid to flexible. As a result, a fully
3D printed dress is created. Selecting this dress as a model,
consumer acceptance for 3D printed garments is evaluated realizing
an online survey containing 100 respondents. The data gathered
show that respondents have knowledge of 3D printing, its
advantages and the majority of them would accept wearing a 3D
printed dress.

That was back in 2009 when Prusa built first 3D printer to make
parts for my music controllers. He and his brother had a small
workshop and they used to ship homemade 3D printer parts to
enthusiasts all over the world, everything packed inside generic
pizza boxes. Then, in May 2012, the Prusa Mendel i3 3D printer
design came into existence. Prusa was flying around the world,
giving talks at conferences about 3D printing but back home, in
Prague, pretty much no one knew what 3D printing was.

Recently, there have been many fashion designs printed on a 3D
printer. Here are some photos of the products.
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Abstract: The research focus addresses to installation of PV modules in industry sector in Albania. Due to energy crises, the prices are
going higher and with the new regulations that are defined by Albanian government, businesses that are connected to 20kV, 10kV, 6kV
transmission lines must secure the energy supply by their selves in open market, since a part of price was covered by government, now
companies are facing higher prices. The new price is expected to increase more than 70%, up to 0.16 €/kWh from 0.092 €/kWh. Also,
companies that will be in the open market will face price volatilities, hence with the installation of PV modules, reduction of electricity price
is possible, since the LCOE (levelized cost of electricity) for the PV in Albania, including 20% VAT tax, is calculated around 0.035 €/kWh.
To calculate the effect in electricity price a simulation using RETScreen Expert is performed. The simulations are made for a company
connected to a 20kV electricity transmission line where an on-grid PV system 217.28 kW power installed is integrated on the roof. The PV
modules covers 52.4% of the company electricity demand, by generating 286055 kWh electricity yearly from which 68% of electricity
generated from PV is consumed by the company and 32% is exported to grid because company works 8 h/day and there is not an electricity
storage system installed. With the price increment from 0.092 €/kWh to 0.16 €/kWh, the total earnings from PV installed system will be
increased by an average 65.3% and if the electricity price in the open market is doubled the total earnings will be increased by an average
85.3%.
Keywords: SOLAR ENERGY, ENERGY SECURITY, ELECTRICITY PRICE, INDUSTRY SECTOR, RETSCREEN EXPERT, ALBANIA.

electricity. The Figure 1 illustrates that the annually imports varies
up to 30% [7, 8].

1. Introduction
The war in Ukraine has increased more the world's attention
among others and for energy security and sustainable energy
system. In his book “The Routledge Handbook of Energy Security”,
Professor Benjamin K. Sovacool, has illustrated a series of energy
security challenges at three different scales including things like
geopolitical struggles over resources, transboundary environmental
pollution, and climate change. He has found 45 different definitions
of energy security [1].
According to European Commission, energy security means:
“Uninterrupted physical availability of energy products on the
market at an affordable price for all consumers”. Energy is the life
blood of the society. The well-being of the people, industry and
economy depends on safe, secure, sustainable and affordable energy
[2]. EU energy security challenges have changed dramatically in the
past 15 years. Ongoing crises through Russia and Ukraine, which
culminated in February 2014 with the annexation of Crimea and
currently with the new invading military aggression against
Ukraine, have undermined historical partnership on energy between
Russia and EU [3, 4]. Also, deep transformations in the structure of
global energy supply and demand, triggered by technological
advances and geopolitical and economic dynamics influence
European countries in their energy security strategy [3]. But
historically, conflicts and crises have been accompanied by higher
energy prices, which result in an increase in the cost of living.

Fig.1 Electricity exchange dynamics of Albania 2013-2019 [8].

Electricity exchange refers to the difference between imported
and exported electricity, also including transits and necessary
exchanges of electricity with other countries in the region.
So, for establishing energy security, energy sector sustainability
and an ensured energy supply at cost-competitive prices, increasing
the share of renewable energy in the Albanian national energy mix
and diversifying the country’s electricity sector is wanted [9].
Albania has a considerable potential of Renewable Energy Sources
(RES). Albanian government has considered the promotion of
renewable energy use as an important tool of energy policies for the
increase of the security for energy supply, economic development,
energy sector sustainability and environment protection [10].
Albania, with a favorable geographical position in the
Mediterranean Sea basin, has very favorable climate conditions for
the exploitation of solar energy. High intensity of solar radiation,
duration of this radiation, temperature and air humidity,
Mediterranean climate, with a mild winter and wet and hot and dry
summers, determine greater energy potential than the average
energy potential for solar energy use.

Under these conditions, energy security is back on the policy
agenda of most countries, especially those with high energy import
dependence. One of the main policies that improves a state's
security in electricity supply is the diversification of energy sources
using renewable energies. As this diversification increases, energy
security improves [5, 6].
Reforms of the energy sector have advanced and in Albania the
first steps towards diversification of the energy mix are taken. Since
2018, Albania has successfully promoted investments into solar
power to begin diversifying its energy mix, so far dominated by
hydropower, which is dependent on rainfall. So, Albania could
significally improve its energy security and reduce energy system
vulnerability to climate impacts by developing its vast solar and
wind resources [7]. Generally, Albania is a net importer of

In Albania, average solar radiation reaches from 1185 kWh/m2
per year up to 1700 kWh/m2 per year. On clear weather, every
square meter of the horizontal surface may absorb around 2200
kWh per year (see in Figure 2). The estimates made by the
Hydrometeorological Institute show that the most favored regions
for natural energy potential are the western regions. The number of
sunny hours throughout the territory is about 2400 hours, while in
the western part it is over 2500 hours and in the Myzeqea Field
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reaches over 2700 hours a year [11]. So, Albania has some of
Europe’s highest number of sunshine hours per year, presenting
significant potential for development of solar PV for power
generatin [9].

According to National Agency of Natural Resources of Albania,
following the auctions, large-scale PV projects with 50MW,
100MW and 140MW installed power are still in planning or
construction phase.
The research focus in this study addresses to installation of PV
modules in industry sector in Albania. Interest in PV module
installations for self-consumption, especially in the industry sector
but not only, is growing. In a previews study [13], it is shown that
the use of PVWP technology for irrigation in Albanian agriculture
sector, is considered an innovative and sustainable solution with the
aim to provide a lot of economic benefits to the farmers including
the reduction of specific energy use and also help to mitigation of
GHG emissions.
Under the current conditions of the energy crisis that the world
is going through, electricity prices are going higher both for family
consumers and businesses. With the new regulations that are
defined by Albanian government, businesses that are connected to
20kV, 10kV, 6kV transmissions lines must secure the energy supply
by their selves in open market. Since a part of price was covered by
government in the past, now companies are facing higher prices.
The new price is expected to increase more than 70%, up to 0.16
€/kWh from 0.092 €/kWh but the expectation for the future is that
they can grow up to 3 times in open market conditions.

Fig.2 Albania’s annual average Global Horizontal Irradiance [kWh/m2].
(Source: Global Solar Atlas [9])

The opening of the electricity market offers promising
opportunities on the increase of the use of alternative technologies,
especially for solar power, not only for businesses but also each
family in Albania. The distributed photovoltaic energy resources
have the advantage of avoiding network problems as they are
produced directly in the place where their consumption is needed.
Another advantage in Albanian conditions is the fact that out of the
total number of consumers one third is located in the capital and the
rest in the largest urban and rural areas of the western lowland or in
other areas with high solar radiation [14]. But besides this, the
dramatic decline in solar photovoltaic (PV) costs in the last decade,
driven significantly by technological innovations, has also helped to
enhance product’s performance by making LCOE's values for
electricity produced by rooftop photovoltaic investments, as well as
other economic benifits such as the payback time, to satisfy
customer needs. So, companies that will be in the open market will
face price volatilities, hence with the installation of PV modules,
reduction of electricity price is possible.

With the implementation of law Nr. 7/2017 “On promoting
usage of energy from renewable sources”, promoting schemes were
immediately applied for photovoltaic (PV) plants (up to 2MW
installed power) and wind farms (up to 3MW installed power). In
July 27th 2017 Energy Regulatory Authority (ERE) approved Feedin-Premium tariffs of 100€/MWh for PV plants (up to 2MW
installed power) and 76€/MWh for wind farms (up to 3MW
installed power). On June 12th 2018, the Council of Ministers of
Albania passed a decision for PV projects over 2MW. The law
introduces the granting of support to renewable energy producers
through an open, non-discriminatory, transparent and competitive
process for the projects that offer optimal conditions in terms of
energy cost, level of technology and building plan. It also
incorporates a net metering scheme for photovoltaic (PV) panels on
rooftops with a capacity of up to 500 kW [12]. According to the
law, the self-producer status predicts the exchange of electricity
with the distribution network and the balance of annual energy
production by the PV plant, less than the annual needs of a SME or
a family consumer.

Between 2010 and 2020, total installed system costs in the
commercial rooftop markets decreased between 69% and 88% and
the solar modul prices fell by up to 93%, as the cumulative installed
capacity of solar PV grew from 40GW to 750GW. Whereas, the
LCOE for commercial PV up to 500 kW declined between 50% and
79%. In 2020, the lowest average LCOEs for commercial PV up to
500 kW were in India and China, at USD 0.055/kWh and USD
0.060/kWh, respectively (see in Figure 3) [15].

This legal support has influenced the progress Albania has made
in recent last year’s towards the diversification of electricity
production by PV power plants. According to the energy balance of
2020, from 21MW of installed PV power plants (Table 1) was
produced 32,265MWh electricity which constituted only 0.61% of
the net energy produced in Albania or 0.43% of the total electricity
consumption for this year.
Table 1: Grid connected large-scale PV plants. Source: NANR
PV power plant

MW

Connection

UKKO
Seman-2
Topojë
Topojë 2
Topojë
(Sheq Marinas)
Topojë
(Sheq Marinas)2
Seman1solar
ES 2019
Smart Watt
Tren Bilisht
Plug Lushnje
Total

1
2
2
2

35kV
35kV
35kV

2

35kV

2

35kV

2
2
2
2
2
21

35kV
36kV
37kV
35kV
10kV

Annual
Production in
2020 in MWh
4,119
4,095
4,088
4,100
4,124
4,079
244
243
3,228
3,946
32,265

Fig.3 The levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) trends for commercial rooftop
photovoltaic PV up to 500kW between 2010 and 2020. Source: IRENA [15].
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By all expectations, the current crisis will not be transient, with
estimates predicting high prices for at least two years. This situation
has especially encouraged businesses in the free market to find
alternative forms, to reduce the burden of high energy bills.

Through this case study we seek to support the idea that the use
of rooftop photovoltaic PV plants for self-consumption is one of the
ways that businesses in the free market in Albania, can reduce their
high energy bills. The main incentive mechanism is economic
benefit (net benefits). Solar photovoltaics (PV) is already the
cheapest form of electricity generation in many countries and
market segments [17]. The cost of the electricity generated by a PV
system is determined by the capital cost (CAPEX), the discount
rate, the variable costs (OPEX), the level of solar irradiation and the
efficiency of the solar cells. Of these parameters, the capital cost,
the cost of finance and the efficiency are the most critical and
improvements in these parameters provide the largest opportunity
for cost reductions [ 18]. The capital expenditure of a PV system
consists of PV modules, inverters, controls and other components of
BOS (Balance of System) including mounting structures, cabling,
transformers, infrastructure, planning, documentation and
everything else except for the PV modules. Each time the global
cumulatively produced volume of modules has doubled, the average
price of PV module has been reduced by 23 to 24%. During the past
decade, when more than 95% of all historic cumulative PV capacity
has been installed, the price has decreased significantly faster, due
to a combination of accelerated economies of scale, massive
industrialization, and most probably a change in the equipment cost
due to new equipment manufactures from Asia, using highly
automated production lines [17, 18].

Until now, there are about 7 businesses in Albania, mainly in
Tirana, Durrës and Korça that have installed PV modules for selfconsumption.

2. Materials
The case study we have considered is that of a rooftop
photovoltaic investment of 217.18 kWp installed power, at a
packaging factory in Durrës (41019’38.4’’N, 19028’26.0’’E) as it
shown in Figure 3.

IRENA has projected a 59% cost reduction for electricity
generated by solar PV by 2025.
Fig.4 The location of the proposed rooftop photovoltaic plant.

Monocrystalline (Mono c-Si) PV modules were used for this
project. Typical conversion (solar energy to electrical energy)
efficiencies for common crystalline silicon modules are in the 11 to
15% range. Commercial production of c-Si modules began in 1963
when Sharp Corporation of Japan started producing commercial PV
modules and installed a 242 Watt PV module on a lighthouse, the
world’s largest commercial PV installation at the time. Crystalline
silicon technologies represent 84% of market in the United States.
In 2020 the vast majority of global PV module shipments (96%)
used crystalline silicon technology [19].

The roof surface of the object covered by photovoltaic (PV)
plant is 1520.96 m2.
The data provided both from Albanian Meteorogical Institute
and Nasa [16] show that Durrës region where is the PV plant, has a
high solar potential (see Figure 5).

There are a number of closely related, commonly used methods
for evaluating economic performance of an energy project. These
include levelized cost of energy (LCOE) method, net present value
(NPV) method, benefit/cost (or savings-to-investment) ratio (SIR)
method, internal rate of return (IRR) method, and discounted
payback (DPB) method.
The LCOE considers all the costs associated with an investment
alternative and take into account the time value of money for the
analysis period. It is generally used to compare two alternative
energy supply technologies or systems. But in the case of
application of rooftop photovoltaic PV plant for self-consumption,
it is natural that investor who is both the sole consumer of the
energy produced by the plant, to be interested in the part covered by
the electricity produced by the plant which is closely related to the
time of repayment of the investment (equity payback). For
economic calculations for this case study the RETScreen program
was used. The technical parameters and the specific consumptions
are provided from the monthly bills of factory’s owner.

Fig.5 Daily solar radiation (kWh/m2/d) at the location of photovoltaic plant.

As it shown the highest values are observed during the summer
season of the year, while the lowest values are observed in the
winter months. The highest solar radiation value 7.7 kWh/m2/d is
reached in July, while the lowest value 1.42 kWh/m2/d hits in
December. In Table 2 are shown the site-specific solar energy data
for the site of proposed PV plant in Durrës region.
Table2: The specific solar energy data for Durrës region.
Specific photovoltaic power
PVOUT
1554.9
output
specific
Direct normal irradiation
DNI
1708.3
Global horizontal irradiation
GHI
1630.6
Diffuse horizontal irradiation
DIF
614.9
Global tilted irradiation at
1901.4
GTI opta
optimum angle
Optimum tilt of PV modules
OPTA
34/180
Air temperature
TEMP
17.6
Terrain elevation
ELE
-5

The RETScreen International Photovoltaic Project Model can be
used world-wide to easily evaluate the energy production, life-cycle
costs and greenhouse gas emissions reduction for three basic PV
applications: on-grid; off-grid; and water pumping. For on-grid
applications the model can be used to evaluate both central-grid and
isolate-grid PV systems. The on-grid model is the simplest system
model (see in Figure 6). In particular no load is specified and no
array size is suggested. Instead, the latter is suggested by the user.
The suggested inverter is simply equal to the nominal array power.
The energy available to the grid is what is produced by the array
(EA), reduced by inverter losses (equation 1):

kWh/kWp
kWh/m2
kWh/m2
kWh/m2
kWh/m2
0
0

C
m

hinv
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where hinv is the inverter efficiency. Depending on the grid
configuration not all this energy may be absorbed by the grid. The
energy actually delivered is given by equation 2:
habs

(2)

where habs is the PV energy absorption rate [20].

Fig.8 Visualization of the electricity consumed by facility, exported to grid
form the PV, and electricity generated from PV which is consumed by the
company, respectively gray, red and blue colors in the chart.

Which means in the first year the company will spend 32,286 €
for the energy from the grid and 6,808 € for the energy supplied
from the PV plant, with an overall cost of 39,094 €. While, if the
energy supply will be only from grid, the company will pay
50,181€. So, the company will save 11,087 € in a year. Meantime
revenues from electricity exported to grid generated by PV are
9,153€ (91.537 MWh x 100 €/MWh). In total company saves
20,240 € from electricity exported to the grid and to the company.
That’s only for the first year, while after 25 years, regarding
efficiency 85.5% from the first year, the company will save
16,271€. In this case the equity payback calculated in RETScreen
will be in 7.62 years (see in Figure 9).

Fig.6 Flowchart for PV On-Grid Model.

3. Results
The designed photovoltaic plant is placed on the facility roof
and the installed power is 217.28 kW. There are used 448 PV
modules, manufactured by SUNPOWER, model SPR P3
480/485/480 UPP. The rate power of single model is 485W. It’s a
fixed solar tracking mode, with a sloped angel of 12.5 degrees, the
same as the roof, and azimuth angel approximately 45 degrees,
defined by facility orientation. The overall efficiency after 25 years
of the PV models installed will be 85.5 % regarding the 1st year.
With a capacity factor 15% calculated from RETScreen, the
electricity exported to grid is calculated 286 MWh in a year. While,
the electricity export revenue is calculated 28,600 €/year, with a
specific price of 100 €/MWh. Furthermore, the O&M costs
regarding practical projects and applications in Albania is calculated
8 €/kW-year, with a total cost of 1,738 €/year. The equity payback
calculated in RETScreen results in 5.6 years, in the case where all
the electricity is exported to grid as shown in Figure 7.

Fig.9 The equity payback in the case where the electricity consumption is
35.7% from PV and 64.3% from the grid with electricity price 0.092€/kWh.

In the other case where the price of electricity from the grid is
0.166 €/kWh, which is the price that companies connected to 20kV
transmission line will face in the open market, for the same ratio of
energy supply from the grid and PV, the company will save 33,468
€ in total in first year, while after 25 years will save 26,905 € in a
year. In this case the equity payback calculated in RETScreen will
be in 4.56 years (see in Figure 10).

Fig.7 The equity payback in the case where all the electricity is exported to
grid.

The PV plant generated electricity is equal to 52.4% of the
company demand. But, only 68% or 194.5 MWh of the electricity
generated from PV is consumed by the company, while 32% or
91.537 MWh is exported to grid because company works 8 h/day
and there is not an electricity storage system installed. The
calculated LCOE in Albanian referred to real projects is 0.035
€/kWh, including 20% VAT tax. The total consumption of
electricity in the company is 545.4 MWh a year, from which 35.7%
or 194.5 MWh is generated from PV with cost 0.035 €/kWh and
64.3% or 350.9 MWh is supplied from the grid with cost 0.09
€/kWh.

Fig.10 The equity payback in the case where the electricity consumption is
35.7% from PV and 64.3% from the grid with electricity price 0.166€/kWh.
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There is taken also the scenario where the electricity price is
doubled from 0.09 €/kWh to 0.18 €/kWh, for the same initial data
as the other cases, in the 1st year will be saved 37,358 €, while after
25 years will be saved 30,032 €. Regarding RETScreen, the equity
payback period will be in 4.1 years (see in Figure 11).
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Fig.11 The equity payback in the case where the electricity consumption is
35.7% from PV and 64.3% from the grid with electricity price 0.18€/kWh.

4. Conclusions
The present study shows the financial effect of the integration
of PV plant with electricity company grid in Albania. The PV
installed power is 217.28 kW, which generates 286 MWh yearly,
with an LCOE including 20% VAT tax in Albania equal to 0.035
€/kWh. While the electricity consumption of the company is 545.4
MWh yearly, from which 35.7% is generated from PV and 64.3% is
supplied from the grid. The electricity grid price is 0.092 €/kWh.
According to new decisions made by the Albanian government the
price of electricity will increased to 0.166 €/kWh for businesses that
are connected to 20kV, 10kV, 6kV transmission lines. In this study
are taken four different cases. In the first case all the electricity
generated from PV is exported to grid, with an electricity price of
0.1 €/kWh, payback period will be 5.6 years with cumulative cash
flow (CCF) equal to 478,949€. In the second case electricity
consumption is (35.7%) from PV and (64.3%) from grid with prices
respectively 0.035 €/kWh and 0.092 €/kWh, the payback period is
calculated 7.62 years with a CCF equal to 297,608€. The third case
has the same ratio of electricity consumption from PV and grid, but
changes the price of electricity supplied from the grid, which is
0.166 €/kWh and will be the new electricity price as mentioned
above. In this case the payback period is calculated 4.56 years and
CCF equal to 584,380 €. Also, in the fourth case the ratio of
electricity supplied from the grid and PV is the same, but the price
changes to 0.18 €/kWh, which is a supposed price in case the price
of electricity doubles. In this case the payback period is calculated
4.1 years and CCF is 668,725€, (Table 3).
Table 3: Electricity prices and payback year for all the cases
Cases
Case 1: All electricity
generated from PV is
exported to grid
Case 2: Electricity
consumption (35.7%) from
PV and (64.3%) from grid
Case 3: Electricity
consumption (37.5%) from
PV and (64.3%) from grid
Case 4: Electricity
consumption (37.5%) from
PV and (64.3%) from grid

Electricity price
[€/kWh]

Payback year

0.1

5.6

0.035 (35.7%)
0.092 (64.3%)

7.62

0.035 (35.7%)
0.166 (64.3%)

4.56

0.035 (35.7%)
0.18 (64.3%)

4.1
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Other territories in the meadow are occupied with buildings,
gardens, green spaces, technical installations and other engineering
measures: including the damming of the Prut riverbed against
floods. On the Delia River, the high and partially low meadow is
partially occupied by the waters of the Delia artificial lake. At the
mouth of the Delia river in the Prut River, an extensive part of the
high and low meadows (in the region of the Ungheni street
autodrome) with elevations up to 37.50 m, such geomorphological
peculiarities prevail that coincide with the Prut segment. .

1. Introduction
Reducing the gap between Romania and the Republic of Moldova
in the field of action planning in case of emergencies as well as in
the strategic approach to natural disasters can be obtained by
creating a cross-border hazard management network at the eastern
border of the European Union.
The two border countries have different approaches, national
policies and action plans on natural hazards management even
though they face similar types of natural phenomena. While
Romania, as EU member, is committed to submit to its regulations
in all the domains, Republic of Moldova, as a Non-EU country, has
its own laws and approaches. Still, the lack of information and
financial assistance increases the gap between these two countries
and, in the face of a natural hazard, shows high vulnerability and
risk.

The presence of the elements of the river network (streams, old
riverbeds, surface of the meadow terraces) are currently modified
by intense constructions. [2]
As a result of the flooding of Delia river valley from the
accumulation basin, the rest of the meadow is observed as a narrow
strip, especially on the right side of the meadow valley. The strip
with elevations 40.8 - 41.9 m between the ponds and the second
terrace step is muddy, complicated by the railway embankment. [3]

Going from a Micro to a Macro approach of the situation, the
present paper presents the analysis performed on a test zone called
Ungheni, representing a City in Republic of Moldova. The studies
in the Test Zone considered as Micro-Level Approach, were
obtained along an international Cross-Border Program and can be
further extended to other Cities, along a Macro – Level Approach.
Ungheni area, was chosen for evaluation in the paper, based on its
high level of hazard risk vulnerability. This particular zone is
subjected to multiple hazards, like flooding, soil sliding, earthquake
etc., so it would be of great interest to observe the management of
these hazards. Considering the wide diversity of potential natural
hazards, the present paper focused mainly on the flooding hazard,
since it is of greatest significance for the area under consideration.

2.1 Road system
The city of Ungheni is crossed by two roads of national importance
R1 (Chisinau - Ungheni - Sculeni - Romania) and R42 (Ungheni Măcăreşti - Bărboieni), through which it establishes transport
connections with all the cities, communes and villages of the
republic, as well as the neighboring countries Ukraine and
Romania. The city stretches for a distance of 9 km along the border
with Romania. The average width of the city is about 3 km. Fig. 1
presents the national and local roads from Republic of Moldova.

2. Ungheni Test Zone
Ungheni is an important city with the status of municipality
positioned in the central-western part of the Republic of Moldova. It
is the residence of the homonymous district. It is located on the
eastern bank of the Prut, near the village in Romania, with which it
formed in the past the same locality.
The territory of the town of Ungheni coincides with the left slope of
the Prut river valley and is fragmented by the network of valleys
and ravines of the Delia river valley. On the Prut River, both valleys
are located in the western and north-western part of the city,
occupying limited territories. The width of the riverbed - 30-40 m,
meanders sharply and in some places the deviation from the
meadow above the terrace is high and low meadow. The maximum
elevation of the meadow is 36.8 - 38.3 m.
The surface of the meadow is partially swamped, sloping towards
the riverbed, fragmented by the old riverbed, occupied by ponds and
muddy lakes. The largest old riverbed of the water basins occupies
an area of 14 ha - between the river and the buildings in Bereşti
area. The presence of water basins influences the flooding processes
of the Prut meadow territory. [1]

Fig. 1 Road map of the Republic of Moldova.
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Ungheni local roads network is composed of 171 streets with a total
length of 132.4 km and an area of approx. 0.87 km2. The linear
density of the streets in relation to the capitalized territory is 7.9 km
/ km.
The scheme of the city's road and street network was formed based
on the natural relief and the existing constructions, which in itself
represent a rectangular system, especially in the central part of the
city, divided into neighborhoods measuring 200 x 150 m-200 m.
City structure of street network is chaotic.
Taking into account the increase in transportation levels in recent
years, changes in the structure of public transport, the number of
business trips, and especially those related to the commercial
activity of the population, the existing road network with the
capacity and minimum technical parameters do not meet the
contemporary requirements.
Fig. 3 Ungheni district road network.

The situation is also aggravated by the lack of alternative
possibilities for transport links, which contributes to the formation
in the city center of the intercity transport flow in transit, which is
about 50%.

2.2 Analysis of the technical conditions of major
importance buildings in Ungheni
Structural analysis of constructions (with their expertise), to reduce
material damage and loss of life, must be carried out on buildings of
major importance or for buildings with an increased risk of natural
hazards.

The city center also serves as a transshipment hub in the urban
public transport network, being one of the main points of arrival and
departure of passengers.
Based on the above, it can be seen that the highways in the city
center, which are provided for establishing connections with the
sectors on the outskirts of the city, do not correspond to its
functions and require reconstruction to bring the technical
parameters in line with current regulations.

Main building categories are:

As a result, the National, Roman and Decebal streets are the main
streets of the city, here are concentrated many objects with a large
number of visits that generate large flows of transport and
passengers.
In order to solve this problem, first of all it is necessary to precisely
differentiate the streets according to their functional destination
with the nomination of the main highways that need reconstruction.



Administrative buildings: local public administration buildings
of Ungheni district (the activity and decision-making in
exceptional situations should not be stopped);



Buildings where employees are located, which intervene
promptly during natural disasters: Civil Protection and
Exceptional Situations Service and Ungheni Police;



Educational institutions. In Ungheni municipality there are:

The main streets of the city fulfill the function of highways of urban
importance, have rigid road pavement and are in a relatively
satisfactory technical condition.
The disadvantage is the unevenness of the width of the roadway and
the red lines that are narrowed by the existing constructions. The
connection between the city center and the other sectors is
established through the streets, many of which are in an
unsatisfactory technical condition, or do not even have road signs.
As a result, all road traffic goes to the city center. Fig. 2 below
details on the types of roads, by category, in Republic of Moldova.



6 kindergartens;



6 school institutions;



4 secondary education institutions, colleges, etc;



2 extracurricular activities institutions;



Health care buildings (in case of possible natural hazard, with
possible victims, they should be treated safely: IMSP Ungheni
District Hospital, Consultative diagnostic center, etc.);



Housing stock, which is in a precarious condition.

Analysis of the technical condition of buildings of strategic
importance, provides information and allows: preparation of a list of
defects for buildings; formulating recommendations for the
prevention of certain risks, regarding measures for the consolidation
and / or repair of buildings or the rehabilitation of defective sections
of engineering networks. Figure 4 presents few images with the
current situation of public buildings.

Fig. 2 Types of roads in test area – UNGHENI, Republic of Moldova.

Fig.3 details on Ungheni district roads network, presenting the
number of km for each type of category.
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Fig. 4 Ungheni City Hall (including the command post). The technical
condition of the building

3. Methodological approach
Fig. 5 Geodetic measurements.

The analysis was performed based on several cartographic materials
namely:


General urban plan, year 2014;



Orthophotoplan, 2007-2011, 2016-2020;



Cadastral plans, year 2014;



Hydraulic model 2014;



Land use.



Topographic surveys

Based on a hydraulic modeling from 2014, the model results are
provided in GIS format. The Flooded areas are calculated using a
grid/network of triangular elements (cells) (TIN) as observed in Fig.
6. [7]

The research consisted of:


Updating / improving the hydraulic model



Geometric updating of the terrain - identification of key points
in areas with high risk of floods, performing accurate terrestrial
measurements (GNSS / GPS receivers) exactly near these areas
/ points. [7]



Monitoring the future hydrological status of the study area, by
taking into account climate change. This includes a set of
analyzes of gaseous emissions (GHG), air pollutants in
common with land use, etc., which can identify a potential
impact of climate change on precipitation and temperature, and
thus on hydrological behavior. [8]

Fig. 6 The General Urban Plan of Ungheni overlapped with the hazard
maps (fragment)

Stages of detailed hydraulic modeling implies [10]:

The anthropic factor - the evidence of new constructions, including
hydrotechnical ones. [9]

1.

Data collection (bathymetry, land topography - Creation,
updating of BD);

Required components:




2.
Hardware equipment (Leica RTK GNSS receiver, Adaptive
on-the-fly satellite selection, Continuous search for RTK
solutions, 99.95% confidence.)

Quantified data flow within the river basin (Analysis of
precipitation flow - leaks);

3.

Calibration and validation (as appropriate);

Info Works ICM software - two components:

4.

Interviews with people to determine the level of knowledge
about rivers, dams and their state of flood protection, essential
aspects for planning system improvements.



hydrological models that provide flood hydrographs on
rivers and



hydraulic models that simulate the spread of floods along
rivers and calculate the risk of flooding in flood zones.

In the end the procedures must be applied.
As observed in fig. 5, the Target Zone geodetic measurements are
being exposed, based on computer software modeling.

Fig. 7 View vectorized data based on Orthophoto
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4. Results and discussions on Ungheni Target Zone
The analysis process started with the identification of key points
from areas with high risk of flooding (office, land). The expected
result of reshaping would be:


Obtaining flood hazard maps;



Flood risk assessment (ERI) according to established (updated)
criteria;



Identification of new risk reduction measures (structural, nonstructural)

Mass dissemination of information about the maps must be
created and provided details about the possibilities of using
them.
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The model should provide information/data on flood extent, depth
and flow rate. The elements exposed to the danger of floods in the
study area of Ungheni, Moldova are described in table 1 below.
Table 1: Constructive elements exposed to floods risk in Ungheni.
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For the scenario with areas with a risk of 1% (average probability),
the territory of Ungheni is exposed. In these areas, the risk of floods
can affect 687 buildings (82712.8 m2), plots with various categories
of use outside the town (265.5 ha) and 5 sections of road with a
length of 4.52 km.
Ungheni, Moldova, is exposed for the scenario with 10% risk areas
(high probability). In this area, the risk of floods can affect two
buildings with an area of 80482.20 m2, plots with various categories
of use outside the town (264.4 ha) and 5 sections of road with a
length of 4.51 km, as observed in Fig. 8. [11]
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Fig. 8 Flood hazard map

5. Conclusions




Flood hazard and risk maps should be included in urban
planning;
Communication and cooperation with the public are needed to
deal with possible future flood events;
The legal basis for risk and flood maps needs to be addressed
in the near future;
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time after it, i.e. to push the industry to develop immediately after
security conditions are sufficient.

1. Introduction
In the conditions of a full-scale war on the territory of Ukraine,
the domestic tourism industry is also suffering catastrophic losses.
Related industries have refocused on humanitarian issues.
Collective means of accommodation are used to resettle refugees;
catering establishments are being closed in areas of hostilities or
working in an intensified mode – in places where refugees arrive.
The environment and specific recreational resources in general
suffer irreparable losses, as well as unique historical and cultural
resources do. In such conditions, the potential of the entire industry
is rapidly declining, which leads to uncollected benefits in the
future. At the same time, the President of Ukraine has clearly
announced a course for the reconstruction of Ukraine, on the plan of
which the government has begun to work during the war already.
The tourism industry remains promising for post-war, peaceful
Ukraine. The role of tourism as an effective form of cross-cultural
interaction is undeniable and is especially important for a country in
need of reconstruction and, in particular, investments.
The era of Industry 4.0 itself is characterized by the accelerated
transformation of organizational and economic forms of
management, the rapid restructuring of business processes in
various industries. Due to the significant impact of globalization
processes on it, the tourism industry is becoming a shining example
of transformations and convergences at various levels. In prewar
Ukraine, the development of tourism was determined by the general
context of regionalization as a component of European integration.
In these conditions, it is important to find tools to develop new
tourist destinations after the war and bring to market new tourism
products at the regional and community levels.
Event tourism is one of the most promising and mobile subsectors of world tourism. Although this type of tourism has suffered
significantly during the pandemic and remains vulnerable due to
obvious limitations, its feature is the ability to quickly transform,
organizational and economic flexibility. This feature can also be
used in post-war time. Foreign studies of economic and
organizational principles of event tourism indicate its motivational
role, importance in the formation of destinations and general
importance in the process of consolidation of public space in
territorial communities and regions [1].
Generally saying, tourism as a phenomenon is one of the most
multifaceted objects of research for scientists in various fields. At
the same time, the peculiarities of event tourism as a catalyst for the
processes of inbound tourism and domestic tourism, in particular, in
the territorial communities of our country, are studied insufficiently.
Particular attention should also be paid to this phenomenon in
connection with future risks associated with the violation of the
territorial integrity of Ukraine, the actual war on its territory, as well
as the current pandemic, which generally negatively affects the
intensity of tourist flows in the world. Nevertheless, planning of
future tourism development during the war should help not to lose

2. Results
As we have previously studied [2], the economy of sustainable
tourism should actively attract synergistic opportunities of the
business environment, which contributes to the formation of new
tourism products at the level of communities, regions and the
country as a whole. From the standpoint of synergetics, such
processes become especially significant when the system is going
through a period of chaos. Obviously, the economy of tourism in
Ukraine as a system during the pandemic had been in a phase of
chaos already (perhaps, in chaordic phase), but it became even more
chaotic after the war. After the war, this will give it the opportunity
to rebuild its own organizational and economic structure. For
tourism businesses, this means reengineering management
processes. For the hotel and restaurant complex, this is a period of
crisis that will help remove weak economic elements from the
market. Directly for tourists, this is an opportunity to more
consciously select tourist destinations for future visits.
From the standpoint of the tourism economics, we propose to
consider the potential for recovery of the industry on the demand
side and on the supply side. This will allow us to begin a clearer
delineation of the role of tourism in the structure of the postwar
economy.
An important factor in the rapid recovery of the tourism
industry on the supply side (the activities of tour operators and
agencies, excursion bureaus, hotels and restaurants sector, etc.) is
the tax regulation by the state. This side lies beyond current
research.
On the demand side, it is important to understand the changes in
Ukraine's tourist attractiveness before and after the war. Wellknown Ukrainian tourism scientist O. Lyubitseva notes that "… for
tourist consumption is decisive in the realization of the purpose of
travel and it determines the value of the tourist" [3]. From such
positions, in the framework of "field research" in the period from
March to April 2022 we conducted a series of rapid surveys and indepth interviews with foreign nationals to determine attitudes
towards Ukraine as a whole and identify changes in this attitude
through the assessment of tourist attractiveness for the postwar
future. The study was conducted remotely in March–April by
audiovisual and textual communication and in person among the
participants of the International Kite Festival Artevento–2022 in
Cervia, Italy (from 22 to 27 April 2022). The analysis of the
received data testifies to formation of such tendencies in relation to
Ukraine after the beginning of war:
– admiration for the Ukrainian people, who are desperately
defending the Motherland;
– sympathy for the death and suffering of people, the
destruction of property;
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– the desire in the future to visit such an amazing country,
where such an amazing people lives.
Thus, the tourist attractiveness of post-war Ukraine has
increased significantly. In our opinion, it is important not to lose
such a competitive advantage, albeit at a terrible price. In the
context of large-scale and diverse forms of international assistance
for the reconstruction of Ukraine, it is necessary to identify and
offer foreign partners a format to support tourism in our country,
especially inbound. A possible proposal is to develop an
international program to encourage foreign tourists to come to
Ukraine on special tours, which will be partially funded by donor
countries. Thematic areas need to be developed as part of the
peacekeeping tours. The corresponding demand of tourists will be
segmented in each direction. For example, business tourism:
thematic tours for entrepreneurs to invest in the development of
Industry 4.0 in Ukraine with visits to specific sites, territories,
communities and regions in general. This can become a promising
synergetic interaction between Industry 4.0 and Tourism 4.0.
Combining domestic tourist flows with foreign flows of this type is
possible through tourist events, including festivals. In this format,
the festival will have significant synergy potential, as it will be a
point of unification of tourist flows in time and space.
Festivals are a special and most common form of event tourism
organization [1]. Ukrainian realities show that the term "festival"
(«фестиваль») is used quite widely. In prewar Ukraine, any
organizers could call their event a festival, regardless of the number
of participants, topics and more. Having analyzed the Ukrainian
practices of festival tourism from the standpoint of tourism, we
propose to divide our festivals into two types: tourist and nontourist. In other words, a certain event, called a festival, may or may
not be a tourist event [4]. In the latter case, most of them are
festivals, the target audience of which is the local residents of the
territorial community in which they are held. For example, the
annual festival "Ukrainian watermelon – a sweet miracle" in
Holoprystan city community of Kherson region. It is designed
primarily to meet the cultural needs of the inhabitants of this
community, so it should be attributed to cultural events, but not
tourism. At the same time, such festivals can have tourist potential
and in the process of development become tourist events [5].
Our study concerns the second type of festivals, which are a
tourist event and can contribute to the development of tourism
activities in local communities. In our opinion, they can also be
divided into two types:
1. The festival, the main target audience of which is local
residents, and tourists (guests of the local community) is an
additional target audience.
2. Festival, the main target audience of which is tourists.
Here we consider it important to note that the term "tourist" is
used in the meaning given in the current Law of Ukraine "On
Tourism".
The first type includes festivals held in / near large cities. For
example, the annual Atlas Weekend music festival in Kyiv. The
economic model of such festivals takes into account the possibility
of obtaining sufficient income from attending the event by locals,
and the success of attracting tourists will determine the amount of
additional income. On the other hand, such festivals are organized
by experienced teams that can change the geographical location of
the event if necessary. Therefore, the development of this type of
festival is not suitable for most local communities, especially rural
ones.
The second type includes festivals that are held in small
communities, in rural areas, at remote sites of nature reserves [6].
For example, the Tryhutty International Kite Festival 2017, founded
by the team of the Ukrainian Kites Association, was held in a
number of communities and territories: Kherson, Askania-Nova
Biosphere Reserve, Oleshkv Sands National Nature Park, Mykolaiv,
Olshanske community of Mykolaiv region (the main event of the
festival), the coast of the Dnieper-Bug estuary in Kherson region. In
the following years, this festival became an annual event and took
root in the Olshanske community. A feature of this type of festival
is the significant number of tourists (relative to locals) who visit the

community for the sake of the festival and during its holding. For
example, a festival event in the village of Trykhaty (Olshanske
community) in 2017 gathered about 5–6 thousand visitors, and the
village’s own population is about 1 thousand people.
It is important to refer to the first or second types – and possibly
a separate type – of festivals that are held in the resort areas during
the holiday season (summer for Ukraine). For example, the annual
children's festival "Black Sea Games" in Skadovsk city community
of Kherson region. On the one hand, the number of vacationers
(tourists) in the season significantly exceeds the number of local
residents of the resort (as in the well-known village of Zalizny Port
in Kherson region) or these figures are comparable (as in
Skadovsk). The purpose of vacationers is to come to the resort
(recreational tourism), and visiting the festival is a form of
entertainment or an additional incentive to choose the dates of the
holiday for the period of the festival. From these positions, such
festivals can be attributed to the first type. On the other hand, such
festivals can be visited by tourists just for the sake of the festival,
and a few nights of accommodation at the resort are a must to
participate in the event. Therefore, it is possible to single out such
festivals as the third type, which has both the features of the first
and the second types.
Thus, one of the forms of regional tourist activity, in particular,
in territorial communities is the organization of the festival. Our
categorization of festivals allows us to state that for the majority of
territorial communities of Ukraine the most promising and generally
possible is the organization of tourist festivals of the second type.
For the development of not only domestic but also inbound tourism,
the festival should be given international status, ie the participation
of foreigners. A special thematic type of international festivals are
kite festivals (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Artevento International Kite Festival 2022, Cervia, Italy

International kite festivals are a multifaceted global
phenomenon based on the predominantly Asian kite culture [7]. At
the same time, such festivals differ in the dominant focus – sports,
art, entertainment, national and patriotic, and so on. Table 1 lists the
most famous and significant international kite festivals with
characteristics that correspond to the time before the COVID-19
pandemic.
To better "visualize" the topic and reveal the features of the
studied type of tourist events, take as an example the famous
international kite festival held on the island of Fanø in Denmark. It
is literally not called an international festival, but an international
meeting of kite flyers (specialists in kites) in Fanø. Every year in
June, Fanø gathers about 5,000 professionals and kite enthusiasts
from around the world [8]. Many participants design and
manufacture their own kites, often in the form of people, cartoon
characters, animals, etc. The competition itself is not held. In
general, the island is quiet. Only when preparing for the festival do
the islanders come together to prepare for the upcoming festival.
Fanø's nature and culture contribute to active and useful family
leisure is important. At the festival, against the background of the
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more. That is, on the other hand, the budget of the festival is a
certain investment that can pay off due to the arrival of spectators.
And this is an opportunity to interact with different types of
Industry 4.0.
Considering our example, the budget of the International Kite
Festival includes:
– costs of inviting and accommodating foreign participants;
– costs for arranging the location of the festival (preparation of
the field for kite flyings, stage, sound, light, decoration, etc.);
– costs of promotion (advertising and work with the media,
development of logos, symbols, presentations, etc.);
– other related costs.
Such costs are necessary to create a basis for additional interest
of tourists, and they can partly be spent for Industry 4.0 products
and services. That forms additional interaction possible, with strong
synergetic potential.
In the case of the international kite festival, the interes is a
spectacle of foreign kites, the uniqueness of such an event for
Ukraine. Thus, indirectly, the festival as a phenomenon and object
of interest transfers its value to the cost of related services provided
during the festival: food and beverages, souvenirs, additional
entertainment, etc. [9]. The transfer of value, from an economic
point of view, provides a basis for the formation of economic
interest, which in turn stimulates the inflow of capital. Such capital
can also be partly distributed within Industry 4.0 products. For
example, the organizers of the festival, whose actions are primarily
aimed at ensuring the thematic component of the festival, provide
certain rights or simply create opportunities to sell certain goods
and services at the festival location, which is a kind of outsourcing.
At the same time, the community on the territory of which the
festival is held must ensure its own socio-economic interest, set
appropriate conditions for the organizers of the festival. This proves
the sustainability of the event.
The researched experience of international kite festivals as a
special form of event tourism allows summarizing certain features
of festivals as tourist events (Table 2). Certain aspects and features
prove the complexity of such phenomena as a tourist event, festival
event, sustainable event, and the complexity of their preparation and
conduct, active interaction with socio-economic processes in the
territory.

main entertainment show of kites (kites), there are many types of
additional attractions, such as: musical performances, mud baths,
golf and more.
Table 1: Greatest international kite festivals *Note: IKF stands for
international kite festival
Name of the
festival

Country

Season

Duration,
days

Gujarat IKF

India

January

10

Weifang IKF

China

April

3

Berck IKF

France

April

8

Fano IKF

Denmark

June

12

Artevento IKF

Italy

April – May

10

Dieppe IKF

France

September

7

Satun IKF

Thailand

February

2

El Dia - Muertos

Guatemala

November

2

Pasir Gudang
IKF

Malaysia

February –
March

6

Cape Town Kite
Festival

South Africa

October

2

Consider international kite festivals as a special form of
organizing event tourism in local communities based on the
Ukrainian experience – on the example of the above-mentioned
Tryhutty IKF. In May 2017, in the south of Ukraine, for the first
time in its history, the International Kite Festival Tryhutty
International Kite Ferstival 2017 was organized. As noted, the main
event of the festival took place in the village Trykhaty of Olshanske
community in Mykolaiv region. An international model typical for
such festivals was chosen to organize the event. Among other
things, it involves inviting foreign kite flyers from around the
world. Inviting such participants from as many countries and
continents in general (so-called diversity) is considered a measure
of solidity and authority for such a festival.
9 foreign kite flyers from Europe and Asia were invited to the
festival: Germany, France, Italy, Poland, Turkey, Vietnam, and the
United Arab Emirates. Ukraine was represented by professionals
from the Ukrainian Kite Association, which was the main organizer
of the event. Numerous events were held as part of the festival, and
foreign guests visited many culturally important locations.
Communication between foreigners and locals was not formalized.
The importance of such a festival for the local community is
unconditional. Tourism is not just an organized journey, but also the
expansion of worldview, the establishment of a sense of human
presence in a diverse and complex world; in the context of
globalization, its function of forming the ability to understand other
cultures and acquire a communicative culture is important. Thus,
the very fact of the presence of foreign participants at the festival at
least politically confirms the positive globalization and integration
processes in Ukraine. Foreign guests, who are members of narrow
international professional communities, gain an idea of our country
and spread their vision of our country around the world. Ideas of
peace, tolerance, friendship, European integration intentions – all
this was realized in the framework of the studied international
festival.
The organization of a comprehensive tourism product for a
small number of professionals (transfer, hotels, food, excursion
program) is a necessary condition for the demand for tourism
products within the festival. The very fact of the presence of
prominent foreigners at the festival becomes the basis for the
presence of many times more spectators who consume the same
services – they need to get there, eat, spend the night, have fun and

Table 2: Features of the festival as a tourist event
Aspect

Features

Economic

Equipment is mostly rented. That is, there
is no investment in fixed assets of
enterprises in favor of financing working
capital

2

Legal

In the legislation of Ukraine there is no
definition of the terms "event tourism",
"festival". The authors’ practical
experience shows that it is impossible to
protect the (copy)rights for the festival

3

Social

Residents of the territorial community are
involved, their well-being increases

Geographical and
environmental

"Strength" of geographical reference –
whether it is possible to change the
territorial community for a particular
festival without losing audience. The
festival is held on the territory of the
community, on the objects of the nature
reserve fund, etc. This requires an
analysis of the impact of the event on the
environment and the ability of a single
area to withstand the environmental
impact of the festival

1

4

Festivals should become a part of regional tourism strategies as
main tourist events of a region. The tourism industry of prewar
Ukraine was a field for the development of two types of strategies
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by the governing elements. The tourism business develops its own
organizational strategies, which include business plans, company
development plans, corporate strategies and more. This type of
strategy, although it involves the achievement of certain financial
and economic indicators, is still focused on structural development:
the company's territorial representation, promising tourism
products, consumer markets and more. Authorities and governments
are more focused on achieving socio-economic change at the
regional and community levels. Therefore, their strategies have a
clear economic direction and operate with economic categories,
such as: employment, tax revenues, infrastructure, and so on. Thus,
the development of economic strategies in the tourism industry is
the prerogative of government institutions – public authorities and
local governments, relevant institutions.
The main tourist events of the region are proposed to be events
that are recurring, form the region or communities in it as a tourist
destination(s), attract the largest number of tourists compared to
other events and have the most significant impact on the regional
economy. An essential feature is the recognition of such events as
the main organizational and economic strategy for sustainable
development of tourism in the region, which reproduces the balance
of interests of the state, business, regions and communities in the
future. The question of what needs promotion and branding in the
organization of the main tourist event of the region – the event
itself, the destination, the region as a whole [10] remains open for
further scientific discussions.
We proposed an approach to the corporatization of regional
tourism, which involves the creation of a regional tourism
corporation as a subject of pooling the resources of territorial
communities – members of such a corporation [2]. However, such a
corporation needs further modeling as a business entity in Ukrainian
realities. The Regional Tourism Corporation should conduct its
business activities for the development of regional tourism (Fig. 2).
Thus, there is a wide participation in the regional economic system,
which in Ukraine is characterized by an imbalance of responsibility
of state authorities and territorial communities. An important
theoretical position on which the methodology is based is the
understanding that the tourist and recreational resources of a
particular area do not belong and cannot belong entirely to either
the territorial community or the state.

tourist event is a system whose propensity for bifurcations is
obvious. In this case, the bifurcations to which the leading element
of such a system leads – the organizers of the event – may be aimed
at diversification or specialization of such an event. Leading
modern researchers point to the advantage of specializing in
tourism-related events, according to their direct foreign participants,
who are also tourists. If this is a first-time event, i.e. the product is
just being launched on the market, there is a special need for an
initial understanding of its system construction. In other words, the
systemic issue of "diversify or specialize" must be addressed at the
beginning of the creation of an event tourism product as the basis of
a future sustainable tourist destination.

3. Conclusion
Thus, the role of tourism in the postwar reconstruction of
Ukraine may become significant. The state, regions and
stakeholders of the industry need to develop a plan for the post-war
development of inbound and domestic tourism, including event
tourism, in order to realize the potential that naturally arose from
the current fascination with Ukraine and its people. Further research
is possible in the direction of concretizing scientifically sound
methods of restoring the tourism industry after the war.
The organization of an international festival is a very important,
effective mechanism for intensifying tourism activities in local
communities. This festival highlights important political and
economic aspects of tourism. The presence of foreign guests at the
festival, the dissemination of their experience, professional
achievements should be considered at least an important political
and economic event, as the participation of central and local
authorities, business circles, and public in such an event is
inevitable.
Thus, the development of event tourism through festival
tourism, in particular, the organization of international kite festivals,
should take into account the studied types of festivals to choose the
most appropriate form for a particular territorial community.
Festivals as a special type of tourist event are a powerful tool for the
formation of tourist destinations in the region and communities and
should be considered as a form of event tourism with appropriate
resources.
Synergetic interaction between regional tourism and Industry
4.0 should be considered in modeling and can be managed by
regional tourism corporation, with different festivals as main
attractors within regions.
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Fig. 2 Development mechanism of the Regional Tourism Corporation

Analysis of foreign, in particular, European experience proves
that scientific and practical tools for sustainable development of
regional tourism are synergies, feedback, practicality and a strong
information and statistical base, formed by methods of quantitative
and qualitative analysis. The current state of functioning of the
regions in Ukraine and, in particular, the management of the
tourism industry in them fully meets the parameters of European
practices. In particular, the formation of sustainable tourist
destinations can fundamentally begin with the organization of
sustainable tourist events. From the standpoint of synergetics, any
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Many of the largest occupational categories in Europe today
have the highest potential for displacement. About 21 million
workers, most of whom lack tertiary education, may need to change
occupations by 2030 [2]. Countries such as Bulgaria and Romania,
with their predominance of individual farmers, are likely to lag
behind in automation [3].

1. Introduction
The current high level of interest in the future of work reflects
recent perceptions and future expectations of radical change in
work. Structural change in the economy is primarily driven by
intersectoral productivity differentials and the structure of demand,
and continually influences the distribution of employment
throughout the economy. It has been argued that, due to innovations
in the application of information and communication technology,
the pace of productivity-enhancing technological change has
increased and is expected to accelerate further in the forthcoming
decades. [1] The purpose of this paper is to attempt to outline job
disparities.

2. A longer-term
employment (to 2030)

perspective

on

At the same time, we see a continuing rise in demand for
workers in technology, science, and engineering fields as well as
business and legal professionals. Human workers will also
increasingly concentrate in roles that require personal interaction,
caregiving, teaching and training, and managing others - activities
for which machines are not good substitutes.
Regarding AI and its influence on lab our market, the current
evidence and forecasts on the impact of AI on jobs present a mixed
picture of job losses and gains. The impact of AI on the future of
jobs foresees the displacement of tasks by AI-based technologies,
rather than the replacement of jobs. Despite the limits of forecasts in
anticipating largescale disruptions, AI is expected to
disproportionately displace low-skill and low-wage jobs. ЕU
Member States with existing high levels of technology adoption
may experience minimal or positive net employment effects,
depending on the role that sectors affected by AI play in the labor
market. Member States with low levels of technology adoption and
a high proportion of jobs with well-defined task routines are
expected to experience negative net employment effects. [3]
However, AI is envisioned as an opportunity. The extent to which
AI can create decent jobs is as yet underexplored and is likely to
depend on the institutional and societal factors, which are prevalent
in individual EU Member States. Job displacement effects due to AI
may contribute to a rise in platform work, adding multiple risks to
job quality. EU Member States with low levels of labor market
segregation and strong collective bargaining frameworks will more
likely benefit from AI in terms of decent jobs. The way AI will be
incorporated into the legal frameworks regulating labor markets will
play a large part in determining the ultimate impact of AI on decent
jobs.

European

Covid 19 Pandemic
The COVID-19 crisis has strongly affected Europe‟s labor
markets, and it may take years for employment to return to its precrisis levels. The COVID-19 crisis ended years of strong
employment growth marked by greater mobility. The crisis put up
to 59 million European jobs, or 26 percent of the total, at risk in the
short term, through reductions in hours or pay, and permanent
layoffs. This marks a sharp reversal in employment rates, which
prior to the crisis had risen in 85 percent of the regions. [2].
There are evidence that local labor markets have been on
diverging trajectories in employment outcomes. 48 energetic cities,
home to only 20 percent of the continent‟s population, have
generated more than one-third of the EU‟s job and population
growth since 2007. These cities - including Amsterdam,
Copenhagen, London, Madrid, Munich, and Paris - have become
Europe‟s leading hubs of innovation and talent. Despite their high
costs of living, they have been magnets that attract people from
other regions that are experiencing low or no job growth. The rapid
move to working from home during the crisis may affect this
urbanization pattern.

Another question is inevitable, i.e. to what extent does AI (a)
offer opportunities to improve working conditions and (b) pose
risks associated with the use of AI in a working environment? AI
has the potential to bring both risks and opportunities to working
conditions. On the one hand, it can reduce the risk of dangerous or
unhealthy working conditions, encourage the development of
specialist or soft skills, and improve accessibility to certain jobs.
However, the application of automated technologies to the job
market brings physical and psychosocial risks. The use of AI
software to monitor and manage employees may reduce bias in
decision-making and identify skills needs, but also reinforce
existing biases, increase psychological risks and result in
unprecedented amounts of personal data being held by employers.
Future policy-making and technological development will be
important in determining the extent of the realisation of the
potential benefits and risks of AI [3].

How automation and artificial intellect (AI) may reshape the
mix of occupations, the skills required to work?
Second key element that will affect Europe‟s labor markets in
the future, as automation is increasingly adopted in the workplace:
shrinking labor supply. The working-age population has decreased
by 1.4 percent across the EU since 2011. Some regions feel this
more deeply because of aging and emigration, and these trends are
accelerating. In addition, though there is some variation across the
continent, the average European workweek has shortened by more
than an hour since 2000. [2] New jobs are likely to be distributed
unequally across occupations and geographies, potentially
exacerbating existing strains in the social contract linking
individuals and institutions. Workers will need to add new skills
and find their way to these opportunities.
Work activities equivalent to about 53 million jobs could
potentially be displaced by automation. There is some overlap
between these jobs at risk from automation and those at risk in the
short term from the impact of the COVID-19 crisis.

A challenge posed by AI usage are legislative issues. A range of
EU legislation addressing health and safety, data protection and
workers‟ rights plays a role in regulating the impact of AI on
working conditions. Recent EU strategies and white papers
examining AI are considered an important step towards a cohesive
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policy. Although Member States are increasingly developing
national AI policies, these usually tend to focus more on the
economic benefits that automation and software could bring to the
country. Few have policies in place that explicitly address how AI
can be used to improve working conditions,or consider how to
mitigate risks brought by AI to working conditions [3].

Organization leaders have depicted four worlds of work in 2030.
[5]. They called them: the Red world, the Blue world, the Green
world, and the Yellow one.
Red world
The Red World is a incubator for innovation with organisations
and individuals racing to give consumers what they want. Digital
platforms and technology enable those with winning ideas and
allow for specialist and niche profit-markers to flourish. Businesses
innovate to create personalisation and find new ways to serve these
niches. But in a world where ideas rule and innovation outpaces
regulation, the risks are high. Today's winning business could be
tomorrow's court case. However, there's a lack of loyalty from the
company towards the employees. Workers with skills in demand
will prosper; those with outdated skills will be abandoned. (Fig.1)

How might Europe‟s geography of job growth evolve by 2030?
Automation could intensify regional concentration in the years
to come. The 48 dynamic cities that outperformed in the past decade
could capture more than 50 percent of Europe‟s potential job
growth in the next. Meanwhile, stable economies should continue to
add jobs at a modest pace, just as they did in the past decade.
Within the shrinking regions category, the outcomes could range
from small increases to negative growth. Around 40 percent of
Europe‟s population lives in regions that could have fewer jobs in
2030 than they do today in absolute terms. However, even places
facing job losses will need to boost employment to compensate as
aging and outmigration shrink the working-age population [2].
What are the priorities for employers?
Employers will need to make adept decisions about strategy,
skills, and social responsibility. Companies may need to respond as
consumer purchasing power shifts. To address the need for new
types of skills, they may need to change recruiting processes,
establish learning programs, and redesign organizational structures.
Their choices have to reflect the skills, occupational mix, and
geographic footprint of their workforces today. A retail chain with a
distributed customer-facing workforce, for example, faces different
questions than a geographically concentrated tech firm. Employers
will also need to consider how their workforce decisions affect the
communities in which they operate [2].
What are the priorities for local communities?
Each community has its own current and future priorities to
overcome labor market mismatches. However, four broad
imperatives stand out: creating viable training and career pathways
to address skills shortages, improving access to jobs in dynamic
growth hubs, revitalizing and supporting shrinking labor markets,
and increasing labor participation rates.

Fig. 1 The road to the Red World, Source: [5].
Blue world

3. Main drivers

In the blue world, capitalism reigns supreme, it's where bigger
is better. Organisations see their size and influence as the best way
to protect their profit margins against intense competition from their
peers and aggressive new market entrants. Corporations grow to
such a scale, and exert such influence, that some become more
powerful and larger than national economies. It's a world where
individual preferences take precedent over social responsibility.
However, there is a risk of huge employment disparity. [5] There
will be a gap between the rich and the poor. Either people will have
a high paying job or no job at all. (Fig. 2)

It has generally been assumed that new technology replaces
low-skilled labor, but is a complement to high-skilled labor, so that
it would lead to an upgrading of the skills structure. [4].
Another main driver of recent and projected structural change is
globalization. Recent decades have seen significant changes in the
global distribution of labor, and global competition and market
opportunities are likely to continue to impact upon the structure of
employment in Europe. In this context, relative wages and
productivity are the key determinant of which jobs will remain and
grow in Europe and which will be lost to foreign competition. As
manufacturing still dominates global trade, it is the main sector
impacted by globalization.

The Green world
This is a world where corporate responsibility isn't just a niceto-have but it's a business imperative. It's characterised by a strong
social conscience, a sense of environmental responsibility, a focus
on diversity, human rights and a recognition that business has an
impact that goes well beyond the financial. Workers and consumers
demand that organisations do right by their employees and the
wider world. Trust is the basic currency underpinning business and
employment. Companie s have to place their societal purpose at the
heart of their commercial strategy. It is possible to rehearse the idea
of job for life. [5]. (Fig. 3)

When examining the reasons for the resilience of jobs at the
bottom end of the wage distribution. Many of these jobs, not least
those providing personal services in both the private (e.g. hotels and
restaurants) and the public sector (various caring services), are not
significantly vulnerable to trade, as the provision and the use of
these services is geographically fixed to a single location. This
requirement of face-to-face interaction of the provider and the user
is also o one reason why these jobs are less routine and, so far, less
susceptible to technological change.

The Yellow world

4. Possible scenarios

This is a world where workers and companies seek out greater
meaning and relevance in what they do. Social-first and community
businesses find the greatest success and prosper. Crowdfunded
capital flows towards ethical and blameless brands. It's a world

Humanity, experience a fundamental transformation in the way
of work. Thus, there are made attempts to outline different visionary
scenarios for the future of workplace. PwC‟s Global People and
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where workers and consumers search for meaning and relevance
from organisations, ones with a social heart. Artisans, makers and
„new Worker Guilds‟ thrive. [5]. It's a world where humanness is
highly valued. (Fig. 4)

Fig. 4 The road to the Yellow World, Source: [5].

Fig. 2 The road to the Blue World, Source: [5].
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May be these scenarios could take place simultaneously.
Alternatively, may be they will be developed with connection to
cross-cultural differences appealing to them. We will see what the
future will bring.

5. Conclusion
There are grounds for optimism and pessimism in this paper.
Some argue [6] far from being doomed by technology and other
trends, that many occupations have bright or open-ended
employment prospects. There are a negative thought as well, which
is inevitable with such an ambiguity. In both cases, it requires
individuals, educators, businesses and policymakers to respond
appropriately. History is a reminder that investments in skills must
be at the center of any long-term strategy for adjusting to structural
change.
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